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Front cover photo Penaeus canaliculatus, a potentially Important cultivable species of penaeid 
shrimp occurring along the Indian coasts 
8 2 0 POTENTIAL NEW RESOURCES OF PENAEID PRAWNS 
OF THE MANGALORE COAST 
K.K. Sukumaran.B. Sreedhara and T. Muniyappa 
Mangalore Research Centre, ofCMFRI, Mangalore -575 001, India 
Introduction 
Penaeid prawns belonging to the genera Para-
penaeopsis, Penaeus and Metapenaeus of the 
family Penaeidae exploited by mechanised traw-
lers support a fishery of considerable magnitude 
along the Mangalore coast. Among the penaeid 
prawns exploited Metapenaeus dobsoni, M. Mono-
ceros, M. qffinis, Parapenaeopsis stylifera, 
Penaeus indicus and P. monodon are important 
and contribute upto 90-99 % of the prawn catch 
along this coast. Others like, Solenocera crassicor-
niss Trachypenaeus curvirostris, Parapenaeus 
longipes, Penaeus semisulcatus and P. canalicula-
tus, occurred in stray numbers in the trawl 
catches until recently, but none of them landed 
in appreciable quantities so as to support a fishe-
ry of any consequence except perhaps Parapen-
aeus longipes which sustained a fishery of some 
importance particularly during April-May along 
the Mangalore coast (Sukumaran, K.K. 1995. Indi-
an J. Fish., 32(2) : 194-197). Recent years have 
witnessed the emergence of some of these uncon-
ventional species of pravwis as resources of consi-
derable fishery significance. The fishery of some 
of these prawns is reported for the first time 
along the southwest coast of India. 
Catch and effort 
From 47.4 t during 1992-'93 forming 2.2 % 
of all prawns, these prawns improved their lan-
dings to 261.3 t (9.7 % of all prawn catch) in 
1993-'94 and during the following year, it 
increased to 373.4 t (12.0 % of all prawn catch) 
(Table 1, 1992-'93 catch not shovm). A total of 
330.6 t (10.7 % of all prawn catch) was caught 
during 1995-'96 and 243.1 t in 1996-'97 (11.0 % 
of all prawns). 
The total number of trawl units operated 
showed an increasing trend over the years with a 
minimum of 65,195 in 1993-'94 and a maximum 
of 72,559 in 1995-'96. 
The landings of these prawns were mostly 
during the latter heilf of the fishing season (from 
January to May) with the maximum catches in 
April-May (Table 2). These prawns together contri-
buted upto 31.0 % of the all prawn catch in May. 
It is also seen that 95-100 % of the catch of these 
prawns were landed by multi-day trawlers opera-
ting at 25-100 m depth. 
Important species and their catch details 
Solenocera crassicomis was the dominant 
species. The annual catch ranged from a mini-
mum of 69.4 t in 1993-'94 (forming 26.6 % in the 
other prawns and 2.6 % of toted prawn catch) to a 
maximum of 185.3 t in 1994-*95 (when it contri-
buted 49.6 % in the other prawns and 5.9 % of 
total prawn catch). During 1995-'96, 159.6 t of 
this species was landed forming 48.3 % in the 
other prawns and 5.2 % of total prawn catch. A 
maximum of 113.4 t was obtained in May 1996. 
Trachypenaeus curvirostris was the second 
dominant species. The annual catch ranged from 
136.2 t (forming 41.2 % in the other pravras and 
4.4 % of all prawns) during 1995-'96 to a maxi-
mum of 166.5 t in 1993-'94 (63.7 % in the other 
prawns and 6.2 % of all prawns). The highest 
catch was recorded in May 1993 (85.5 t). 
Penaeus semisulcatus was the third impor-
tant constituent among the other prawns. The 
minimum and the maximum annual catches 
were recorded in 1994-'95 (14.9 t) and 1995-'96 
(25.7 t) respectively. Although this species contri-
buted upto 4-8.5 % of the other prawns, it for-
med less than 1 % in total prawn catch. The 
highest monthly catch of 13.6 t was realised in 
March 1994. 
Penaeus canaliculatus landings ranged from 
3.2 t (1993-'94) to 12.6 t (1994-'95). It formed 1.2 
% of the other prawns and less than 1 % of total 
prawns. A maximum catch of 3.8 t was obtained 
in January 1996. 
Remarks 
The present study has indicated the emergen-
ce of Solenocera crassicomis, Trachypenaeus cur-
virostris, Penaeus semisulcatus and P. canalicul-
TABLE l. Annual landings (tonnes) o/T. curvirostris, P. semi 
sulcatus, P. canaliculatus and S. crassicornis at Mang-
alore and Malpe combined during 1993/'94 -1996/'97 
1993/'94 1994/'95 1995/'96 1996/'97 Average 
No. of units 65,185 
Total prawns 2,687.4 
T. curvirostris 166.5 
P. semisulcatus 22.5 
P. canaliculatus 3.2 
S. crassicornis 69.4 
Total 261.3 373.4 330.5 243.1 302.1 
Catch/unit in kg. 4.0 5.7 4.6 4.0 4.6 
% in total prawns 9.7 12.0 10.7 10.0 10.7 
65,951 
3,120.2 
160.6 
14.9 
12.6 
185.3 
72,559 
3,078.1 
136.2 
25.7 
9.1 
159.6 
61,298 
2,433.3 
126.8 
7.6 
40.3 
68.4 
66,248 
2,830.0 
147.5 
17.6 
16.3 
120.7 
atus as potential new penaeid prawn resources 
which supported fisheries of some magnitude 
along the Mangalore coast. It is evident that with 
the vast changes occurring in the marine fishe-
ries sector, the prawn fishery witnessed remarka-
ble changes in its species composition with the 
addition of a number of species which were, 
hitherto, not known to support a fishery of any 
significance along the Mangalore coast. 
TABLE 2. Mean monthly landings (tonnes) ofT. curvirostris, P. semisulcatus, P. canaliculatus and S. crassicornis at Managalore 
and Malpe combined during 1993/'94 - 1996/'97 
Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Total 
No. of units 
Total prawns 
T. curvirostris 
P. semisulcatus 
P. canaliculatus 
S. crassicornis 
317 
14.7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2,469 
60.0 
0.5 
0 
0 
1.1 
4,018 
57.8 
2.5 
0 
0 
4.6 
7,281 
289.1 
0 
0.3 
7.4 
0.5 
8,713 
393.3 
0 
0.5 
0 
0.7 
8.487 
372.0 
6.4 
1.2 
1.2 
4.0 
8.050 
375.5 
12.2 
4.5 
1.6 
2.7 
8,479 
400.0 
30.7 
5.1 
1.1 
10.0 
9,479 
444.6 
36.6 
3.0 
1.4 
33.2 
8,953 
416.9 
58.7 
3.1 
3.5 
63.9 
66,248 
2830.0 
147.5 
17.6 
16.3 
120.7 
Total 
Catch/unit in kg 
% in total prawns 
0 
0 
0 
1.6 
0.6 
2.7 
7.1 
1.8 
12.3 
8.2 
1.1 
2.8 
1.2 
0.1 
0.3 
12.8 
1.5 
3.4 
21.0 
2.6 
5.6 
46.9 
5.5 
11.7 
74.2 
7.8 
16.7 
129.2 
14.4 
31.0 
302.1 
4.6 
10.7 
8 2 1 AN ASSESSMENT OF CRAB RESOURCES OFF CHENNAI (MADRAS) 
V. Thangaraj Subramanian 
Madras Research Centre & Central Marine Fisheries 
Research Institute, Chennai - 600 006, India 
Introduction 
Crabs, which form the bulk of bye-catch of 
trawl-fishing, have been increasingly experien-
cing heavy fishing mortality along the Chennai 
coast since the introduction of mechanised traw-
lers in the 1960s. High consumer demand coupled 
with easy availability of finance for fishing opera-
tions caused the additional pressure on the 
stock. The annual production of crabs thus shot-
up from less than 10 t to more than 1,500 t 
within the last few decades. Such an exploitation 
on any limited stock raises the possibility of over-
fishing. Expolitation has to be judicious and 
needs periodical monitoring of the stock size and 
remedial measures, in case of depletion. 
However, this fine of investigation on the resour-
ces of crabs especially along the east coast is 
lacking. The available information pertains to 
Chennai, the leading centre of crab fishing and is 
limited to a passing description in a review on 
crab fishery of the country by Rao et al. (1973) 
and to some details on the estuarine crabs of the 
nearby Pulicat Lake (Thomas, 1972). Two taxono-
mical studies are, however, available which also 
highlight the rich resources of the pelagic (Prem-
kumar, 1972) and benthic crabs (Krishna-
moorthy, 1985) of the Chennai coast. The pre-
sent article is directed to the commercial 
importance of crab fishery of this area, with an 
attempt to assess the current level of the stock, 
along with the permissible limit of catch and 
effort leading to rational exploitation. 
Data base 
Data on catch and effort were collected from 
commercial trawlers landing at Kasimedu, the 
only base used for trawler operations in Chennai. 
Adequate care was taken to cover both daily and 
long cruisers. 
Fishing area and method 
Trawlers are operated round the year at 
varying depths and distances from the base with 
the target of capturing more remunerative 
prawns and fishes. Of late, the development of 
more powerful fishing vessels, coupled with 
improvements in gears and method of opera-
tions, have resulted in the expansion of fishing 
into the deeper offshore areas and also enabled 
distant fishing with 'chilling' facilities. The 
fishing grounds extend over 8-75 m depth, with 
major concentrations at 12-25 m depth for 
'shrimp' trawlers and 30-45 m depth for 'fish' 
trawlers, in both of which crabs are caught in 
varying abundance. Away from the base along 
the coastal waters, the trawlers reach (Fig. 1) 
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little beyond Mahabalipuram, 50 km in the south 
and Nizampatnam, 150 km in the north, altoge-
ther encompassing a fishable area of 4,650 
sq.km. Intensive trawling is, however, restricted 
to two main pockets, one adjoining the Pulicat 
and the other off Nizampatnam covering an area 
of 1,250 sq.km. 
Crabs are also caught relatively In small 
quantities by indigenous gear particularly, the 
gill-nets. More important among them is the FAO 
designed Trammel' net, which is generally opera-
ted during the wet season ailong the shallow 
waters closer to the shore and the main fishing 
grounds for operation stretch from the city upto 
Pulicat, covering an area of 270 sq.km. However, 
the production of crabs from these gear was less 
then 50 t, which is insignificant as compared to 
over 1,000 t by trawlers and hence these catches 
were ignored for calculations of stock size. 
Fishing effort 
Strong market demand for marine foods 
from the city and neighbourhoods has been the 
added incentive to keep trawl fishing busy round 
the year with slight seasonal variations in inten-
sity of operation. The catch and effort for 10 
years (1985-'95) are given in Table 1, from which 
it is observed that the effbrj; increased three fold 
during the period and major increase occurred 
during the last five years. The effort which was 
estimated at 2,43,500 hrs in 1985-'86, showed 
small changes until 1988-'90 and shot-up shar-
ply to 6.63,000 hrs in 1990-'91 and remained 
around 5,00,000 hrs for the next two years. Last 
two years 1993-'95, recorded an effort exceeding 
6,00,000 hrs, the maximum effort of 6,84,000 
hrs being in 1993-'94. 
TABLE l Catch and effort for crabs landed by mechanised 
trawlers at Madras during 1985-'95. 
Year 
1985-'86 
1986-'87 
1987-'88 
1988-'89 
1989-'90 
1990-'91 
1991-'92 
1992-'93 
1993-'94 
1994-'95 
Av. 
Effort 
(OOOhr) 
243 .5 
265.4 
284.0 
283.0 
237.5 
663.0 
511.6 
499.5 
684.0 
617.0 
428.8 
Catch (t) 
329.0 
330.4 
322.0 
327.6 
375.5 
421.8 
1,401.0 
796.4 
709.5 
1,512.5 
652.6 
CPUE 
Ikg/hr) 
1.35 
1.25 
1.13 
1.16 
1.58 
0.64 
2.74 
1.59 
1.04 
2.45 
1.52 
% in total 
landings 
3.65 
2.04 
3.18 
1.57 
1.68 
1.81 
4.06 
2.70 
0.99 
3.63 
2.10 
The average monthly effort (Table 2) which 
had the least of 14,260 hrs in November and the 
maximum of 25,216 hrs in July, indicates 
increased fishing activities during June-August, 
when the weather conditions are calm, coupled 
with more remunerative catches. Two spells of 
effort were noted; one during November-Dece-
mber, due to interruptions by rough monsoon 
TABLE 2. Average montMy landings of commercial species of crabs for three years. 1992-95. at Madras 
Month 
September 
October 
November 
December 
J a n u a r y 
February 
March 
April 
May 
J u n e 
Ju ly 
August 
Total 
Av.CPUE (kg/hr) 
Percentage 
Effort 
(hrs) 
22.931 
22 .608 
14.260 
17.618 
21.431 
19.273 
16.590 
17.843 
21.651 
23,680 
25 ,216 
24.881 
2.47.982 
1 
63.9 
39.6 
34.0 
60.1 
50.7 
34.2 
15.3 
9.3 
18.0 
23.6 
11.3 
18.5 
378.5 
1.53 
37.6 
2 
22.6 
16.1 
13.3 
19.0 
9.3 
8.5 
3.0 
1.5 
0.3 
7.7 
1.5 
4.6 
107.5 
0 .43 
10.7 
Species 
3 
17.4 
26 .3 
17.0 
14.6 
22 .3 
10.8 
12.5 
4.2 
7.7 
17.8 
6.2 
7.9 
164.7 
0.66 
16.4 
composition (in 1 
4 
7.5 
11.8 
7.6 
9.8 
12.7 
4.2 
2.6 
0.4 
0.2 
4.1 
1.3 
2.0 
64.2 
0.26 
6.4 
5 
10.4 
8.2 
2.2 
5.8 
15.0 
5.0 
7.6 
4.9 
7.4 
3.4 
2.8 
4.9 
77.6 
0.31 
7.7 
:onnes) 
6 
9.0 
5.6 
2.9 
4 .3 
25.5 
14.3 
7.7 
1.6 
2.5 
3.0 
2.8 
4.4 
83.6 
0.34 
8.3 
7 
14.7 
6.5 
2.6 
4.2 
11.0 
23.4 
10.8 
1.0 
1.9 
5.5 
1.5 
5.6 
88.7 
0.36 
8.8 
8 
4.6 
4.2 
2.5 
2.8 
5.4 
4.1 
7.2 
2.3 
1.8 
3.2 
1.5 
2.1 
41.7 
0.17 
4.1 
Total 
150.1 
118.4 
82.1 
120.6 
151.9 
104.5 
66.7 
25.2 
39.8 
68.3 
28.9 
50.0 
1,006.5 
4.06 
-
CPUE 
(kg/hr) 
6.55 
5.24 
5.76 
6.85 
7.09 
5.42 
4.02 
1.41 
1.84 
2.88 
1.15 
2.01 
-
-
-
1. p. sanguinolentus. 2. P. pelagicus, 3. P. vigil, 4. C. cruciata. 5. C. natator. 6. C. luctfera. 7. C. smithii and 8. Other species. 
conditions and the other during March 
because of poor catches. 
Fishery 
April 
The annual landings during the period 
1985-'95 (Table I) fluctuated between 325 t and 
15,125 t , the average being 653 t, at the rate of 
1.52 kg/hr to form 2.1 % of the trawl catches. 
With little increases in the initial few years, the 
catches were hovering around 325 t, with the 
catch-rate remaining less than 1.5 kg/hr and 
boosted sharply to 1,401 t at 2.74 kg/hr in 
1991-'92. Amoderate reversal then followed redu-
cing the catches to 709 t in 1993-'94, but shot-
up again to the maximum catch of 1,512 t at 
2.45 kg/hr in 1994-'95, which remains still the 
record catch of crabs for this centre. Crabs contri-
buted a maximum of 4.1 % to the overall trawl lan-
dings in 1991-'92 and exceeded 3.0 % at least in 
three other yezirs during the period. 
Seasonal abundance 
An analysis of the monthly catches of crabs 
for three years, 1992-'95 (Table 2) showed that 
the fishery had a regular seasonal pattern of 
abundance, being largely influenced by the north-
east monsoon rains. The landings during the 
first year 1992-'93, ranged between 0.2 t in April 
and 166.95 t in January And the main fishery 
extended from September to March, with two 
peak catches in September and January. The 
fishery during April-May the warmest months of 
the year, was very poor. During the next year 
1993-'94, the monthly catches varied from 4.1 t 
in July to 148.0 t in September and the main 
fishery season of September-January period, 
extended moderately upto April. The fishery was 
dismal in May-August except an intervening 
strong spell in June. The foUovnng year 1994-'95 
witnessed a bumper catch of crabs with the 
monthly landings fluctuating between 40.4 t in 
April and 228.6 t in January. Although the prime 
fishery season was during September-March, 
most of the other months also had relatively bet-
ter catches as compared to the previous years. 
The seasonal abundance is . further sup-
ported by the average catches for the three years 
1992-'95, that the main fishery season was con-
sistent to occur during September-February with 
peak catches in September and January. Catc-
hes were moderate in March and August and 
poor during April-July with or without a seconda-
ry peak around June. 
Species composition 
The commercial crab fishery here is multispe-
cies which includes two species of Portunus, viz., 
P. sanguinolentus and P. pelagicus together sup-
porting nearly half of the crab catches; four spe-
cies of Charybdis namely, C. smithii, C. luctfera, 
C. natator and C. cruciata, all forming around the 
third and another Podopthalmus vigil accounting 
for 17 % of crabs. The proportionate abundance 
of the species, however, varied slightly between 
the years. 
P. sanguinolentus 
The most abundant species which accoun-
ted for a third of the crab catches had an average 
annual production of 378 t at the rate of 1.5 
kg/hr and its maximum landings were 579 t 
recorded in 1994-'95. The monthly catches 
varied widely between 1.0 t in July, 1993 and 
112 t in December, 1994 and the major produc-
tive season stretched from September to Februa-
ry with two sharp peaks around September and 
December, the abundance being generally dull 
during the summer. The extend of prime season 
for fishery and the month of peak occurrence 
would also shift slightly from year to year. 
P. pelagicus 
This valuable species had a moderate fishery 
with an average annual landings of 1081, that for-
med 10.5 % of the crabs and the least and the 
highest catches for the three year period were 72 
and 156 t, respectively during 1992-'93 and 
1994-'9 5. The fishery showed higher abundance 
during the monsoon months September-Decem-
ber which would extend even upto February in 
some years, and poor catches for a prolonged 
period March-August with slight increase in June. 
P. vigil 
The annual catches varied between 100.7 
and 238.1 t to an average of 165 t, that suppor-
ted 17 % of crabs. The monthly landings fluctua-
ted between 0.1 t in April, 1993 and 43.4 t in 
January, 1995 during the three year period. 
Although wet season is generally favourable the 
bulk of the catches were obtained around Octo-
ber and January. Despite a dull fishery during 
the dry periods indication of a secondary peak 
around May-June was occasionally evident. 
Charybdis spp. 
Another significant feature was the fishery of 
C. smithii which had an average annual landing 
of 88.71 forming 9.0 % of crabs landings. The ave-
rage monthly catch ranged between 0.9 t in May 
and 23.4 t in February and the maximum lan-
dings for ciny one month during the three years 
was 60 t recorded in February 1995. The 
increase in catches showed two spells, a strong 
one in January-March and another weak spell in 
September. Extreme wet season October-
December, and dry period April-July, recorded 
poor catches. The species appeared in huge swar-
ms on a few occasions lasting for less than a 
week, when most of the trawl-fishing were 
diverted to concentrate on them, since bulk 
catches fetched good demEind from the fish-meal 
manufacturers. C. cruciata, a valuable edible 
variety had an average annual landings of 64.2 t 
and formed 6.5 % of crabs. The average monthly 
catch varied from 0.2 t in May to 12.7 t in Janu-
ary with the main fishery season during 
September-January. The catches were con-
sistently poor during the warm period April-
August. C. natator had the annual production 
widely varying between 14.3 t in 1992-'93 and 
167.9 t in 1994-'95. with an average of 77.6 t to 
support 8.0 % of crabs. Average catches showed 
two annual peak catches around September and 
January. 
Commercial utilization 
Consumers have two types of uses for crabs. 
The larger and fleshy varieties namely, P. sangui-
nolentus, P. pelagicus. P. uigil and C. cruciata are 
edible and consumed fresh by the coastal popula-
tion and a fraction is processed and exported. 
Usually the commercial crabs are sorted onboard 
and sold at the landing sites by auction or by 
prearranged agreements with the merchants, 
who sell them through an elaborate marketing 
system existing across the city and neighbouring 
areas. SmaUer crabs mixed with the trash are 
used in flsh-meal production. The trash is main-
ly dried and stocked for bulk sede to fish-mccil 
plants located around the city. 
Stock assessment 
Surplus production models, which are based 
on the concept that yield i"s a function of stock 
size and fishing effort, have been accepted in 
spite of their limitations to apply in stock asses-
sment of the multiple species resources. The 
maximum sustainable yield was estimated as 
681 t and optimum effort at 8,63,000 hrs by one 
method and as 671 t and 10,72.000 hrs by ano-
ther method. The average catch and effort were 
642 t and 6,15,000 hrs for the last five years 
1991-'95. The figures indicate that the exploita-
tion has nearly reached the maximum sustaina-
ble yield. 
Remarks 
The two minor rivers which pass through the 
metropolis into the Bay of Bengal are rainfed and 
water discharges are maintained only during the 
northeast nonsoon months and a little beyond. 
During the summer period when the bar-mouths 
are closed these rivers serve merely as reservoirs 
of city drainage. These conditions are found con-
current with the seasonal abundance of crabs. 
The enormous civic silts and sewages which are 
flushed with the monsoon discharges form ideal 
nourishment to promote production. The effect of 
effluent on production is further substantiated 
by the recurrence of the main fishery season 
with an explosive catch rate at the outbreak of 
monsoon rains around September, that bring 
down filth and dirt accumulated all over the city 
after a long spell of drought. Another possible 
cause which would contribute to the initial out-
burst of catches, is the upwelling process under 
premonsoon conditions, which would force the 
stocks dispersed in deeper grounds to move sho-
reward and assemble at the core area of fishing 
to be caught in bulk. Besides the hydrologlcal con-
ditions, have indicated increased level of 
nutrients and dissolved oxygen content during 
monsoon season along this coast. 
The technical help received from Mr. K. Sha-
hul Hameed, Shri P. Thirumulu and Shri. K.S. 
Krishnan of CMFRl are recorded with thanks. 
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8 2 2 GROWTH AND SURVIVAL OF THE INDIAN PEARL OYSTER 
CPINCTADA FUCATAJ IN KAKINADA BAY 
E.M. Abdussamad, K.R. Somayajulu and P. Achayya 
Kakinada Research Centre ofCMFRI, Kakinada - 533 004, India 
Kakinada Bay which has a total spread of 
146 sq.km. area has diverse moUuscan resour-
ces, especially bivalves and gastropods. Several 
workers have studied in detail, the molluscan 
resources of the Bay and their fishery characte-
ristics. The Bay also harbuors a population of resi-
dent pearl oyster, Pinctada chemnitzii towards 
its eastern side near Hope Island. But Pinctada 
fucata is an exogenous species as far as Kaki-
nada Bay is concerned. There is no information 
about the adaptability of this species to the Bay 
condition and their suitability for year round cul-
ture operation, which is one of the major pre-
requisites for taking up pearl culture in the Bay 
and adjacent areas. Therefore an attempt was 
made to rear P. fucata spat to operative size com-
pletely in Kakinada Bay to assess the suitability 
of the Bay for their commercial culture opera-
tions. 
Spat : Spat of the Indian Pearl oyster Pinc-
tada fucata of size ranging'from 7.0 to 21.6 mm 
DVM (Dorsoventral measurement) {average 
14.58 mm) brought from Tutlcorin hatchery were 
used for the trial. 
Mode of transport : The spat were trans-
ported in oxygen filled double layered polythene 
bags containing 9 litres of chilled seawater. In 
each bag 1,000 spat were transported. They were 
arranged in a two tier system, each tier having 
500 seed. The bags were then placed in insulated 
tin containers. On reaching Kakinada after 44 
hours of transport all the spat were found in 
good condition without any mortality. 
Growth trial: Velon screen bags placed insi-
de the cages were used to rear the spat. The 
cages were suspended from the fisheries harbour 
jetty at a minimum depth of about 75 cm below 
the water surface. Spacers were used to keep 
opposite walls of the bag apart. This helped in 
minimising mesh clogging to a certain extent. 
When the spat reached 20-25 mm size, they were 
freed into the cages for further rearing. 
Growth and mortality of the pearl oysters 
and hydrographic parameters of the site were 
monitored at regular intervals. Oysters and cultu-
re structures were cleared off from foulers, 
borers and predators periodically. The study was 
conducted during August, 1996 - March, 1977. 
Hydrography : Salinity, temperature and 
clarity of the water at the site were recorded regu-
larly toascertain their effect on the growth and 
survival of the oysters. The water transparency 
was low throughout the period Indicating high 
productivity. The suspended silt particles resul-
ting from dredging operations in the Bay, port 
construction work and continuous movements of 
the fishing vessels caused turbidity in the Bay. 
Salinity and water temperature fluctuated 
very widely during the course of study (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Water temperature and salinity fluctuations In 
Kaklnada Bay during August 1996 to March-1997 
period. 
Salinity dropped to as low as 6.16 % in October 
and November following heavy cyclonic rains and 
floods. However, the low salinity conditions lasted 
only for short periods in both months. After Dec-
ember salinity gradually increased and reached 
32.6 % by March. 
Water temperature at the site varied between 
23.0 and 33.5°C. Temperature was the lowest 
during December and high in October. 
Growth : The pearl oysters exhibited good 
growth throughout the culture period except 
from October to December (Fig. 2). The oysters 
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Fig. 2. Growth of tlie pearl oyster, Pincladajucala iii 
Kaklnada Bay. 
grew to an average size of 43.8 mm in DVM with 
sizes ranging between 31.50 and 55.00 mm by 
March, 1997. Monthly growth rate ranged bet-
ween 2.34 and 6.07 mm in DVM. They attained 
an average weight of 12.0 g and thickness of 10.0 
to 17.4 mm by March (Fig. 3). When compared to 
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Fit;. 3. Increase in weight niid thickness of the pearl oyster. 
Pinctadafucalci. 
the dorsoventral growth, the increase in weight 
and thickness was slow during the early growth 
stages. But once the oyster reached 40-45 mm 
size, the dorsoventral growth slowed down while 
the thickness and weight increased rapidly. 
The slow growth of the oysters during Oct-
ober-December period was due to low water tem-
perature and salinity existed in the Bay during 
that period. 
Survival : The rate of survival was 83.1%. 
Mortality was minimum throughout the rearing 
period. Comparatively higher rate of mortality 
was noticed at the time of low water temperature 
and salinity, during October-December period. 
Settlement of fouling and boring orga-
nisms : Sessile organisms such as barnacles, 
oysters, mussels, sponges and polychaetes set-
tled over the oysters and cages throughout the 
period. Peak settlement was observed from 
January to March when the salinity was on the 
rise. 
Remarks 
Despite many adverse conditions like cyclo-
nic storms and floods, fluctuating salinity, heavy 
silt load and high turbidity, the growth and survi-
val of the pearl oyster was compsiratively high in 
the Kakinada Bay. This was primarily due to 
high productivity. Though the salinity fluctua-
tion In the Bay is very high, the low salinity condi-
tions did not continue for long periods due to the 
wide bar mouth and tidal influence. The varia-
tion in salinity did not have much adverse effect 
on the survival of the oysters. 
The present work clearly indicates that the 
pearl oyster, Pinctada fucata can be grown 
throughout the year in the Kakinada Bay, if pro-
tection from cyclonic storms and waves was provi-
ded. The Hope Island in combination with the 
newly constructed 1,500 m.long breakwater wall 
will provide enough protection to the Bay. 
However, under the prevailing conditions the 
Bay is not suitable for raft culture operation. The 
present observations suggested that rack and 
tray and or cage culture techniques can be adop-
ted successfully for raising pearl oyster stock for 
commercial operations. Assessment of pearl pro-
duction and its quality in Kakinada Bay condi-
tions has also to be undertaken. 
Thanks are due to Dr. K.K. Appukkuttan, 
Dr. K.A. Narasimham, Dr. K.Satyanarayana Rao, 
Mr. G. Subbaraju and Mr. Tattabbai for their 
help in this work. Thanks are also due to Shri S. 
DharmaraJ, for transporting spat from Tuticorln 
to Kakinada. D 
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Kakinada Bay which has a total spread of 
146 sq.km. area has diverse molluscan resour-
ces, especially bivalves and gastropods. Several 
workers have studied in detail, the molluscan 
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dent pearl oyster, Pinctada chemnitzii towards 
its eastern side near Hope Island. But Pinctada 
Jucata is an exogenous species as far as Kaki-
nada Bay is concerned. There is no information 
about the adaptability of this species to the Bay 
condition and their suitability for year round cul-
ture operation, which is one of the major pre-
requisites for taking up pearl culture in the Bay 
and adjacent areas. Therefore an attempt was 
made to rear P. fucata spat to operative size com-
pletely in Kakinada Bay to assess the suitability 
of the Bay for their commercial culture opera-
tions. 
Spat : Spat of the Indian Pearl oyster Rnc-
tada fucata of size ranging'from 7.0 to 21.6 mm 
DVM (Dorsoventral measurement) (average 
14.58 mm) brought from Tuticorin hatchery were 
used for the trial. 
Mode of transport : The spat were trans-
ported in oxygen filled double layered polythene 
bags containing 9 litres of chilled seawater. In 
each bag 1,000 spat were transported. They were 
arranged in a two tier system, each tier having 
500 seed. The bags were then placed in insulated 
tin containers. On reaching Kakinada after 44 
hours of transport all the spat were found in 
good condition without any mortality. 
Growth trial: Velon screen bags placed insi-
de the cages were used to rear the spat. The 
cages were suspended from the fisheries harbour 
jetty at a minimum depth of about 75 cm below 
the water surface. Spacers were used to keep 
opposite walls of the bag apart. This helped in 
minimising mesh clogging to a certain extent. 
When the spat reached 20-25 mm size, they were 
freed into the cages for further rearing. 
Growth and mortality of the pearl oysters 
and hydrographlc parameters of the site were 
monitored at regular intervals. Oysters and cultu-
re structures were cleared off from foulers, 
borers and predators periodically. The study was 
conducted during August, 1996 - March, 1977. 
Hydrography : Salinity, temperature and 
clarity of the water at the site were recorded regu-
larly toascertain their effect on the growth and 
survival of the oysters. The water transparency 
was low throughout the period indicating high 
productivity. The suspended silt particles resul-
ting from dredging operations in the Bay, port 
construction work and continuous movements of 
the fishing vessels caused turbidity in the Bay. 
Salinity and water temperature fluctuated 
very widely during the course of study (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Water temperature and salinity fluctuations in 
Kaklnada Bay during August 1996 to March-1997 
period. 
Salinity dropped to as low as 6.16 % in October 
and November following heavy cyclonic rains and 
floods. However, the low salinity conditions lasted 
only for short periods in both months. After Dec-
ember salinity gradually Increased and reached 
32.6 % by March. 
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sizes ranging between 31.50 and 55.00 mm by 
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an average weight of 12.0 g and thickness of 10.0 
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the dorsoventral growth, the increase in weight 
and thickness was slow during the early growth 
stages. But once the oyster reached 40-45 mm 
size, the dorsoventrEd growth slowed down while 
the thickness and weight increased rapidly. 
The slow growth of the oysters during Oct-
ober-December period was due to low water tem-
perature and salinity existed in the Bay during 
that period. 
Survival : The rate of survival was 83.1%, 
Mortality was minimum throughout the rearing 
period. Comparatively higher rate of mortality 
was noticed at the time of low water temperature 
and salinity, during October-December period. 
Settlement of fouling and boring orga-
nisms : Sessfle organisms such as barnacles, 
oysters, mussels, sponges and polychaetes set-
tled over the oysters and cages throughout the 
period. Peak settlement was observed from 
January to March when the salinity was on the 
rise. 
Remarks 
Despite many adverse conditions like cyclo-
nic storms and floods, fluctuating salinity, heavy 
sflt load and high turbidity, the growth and survi-
val of the pearl oyster was comparatively high in 
the Kakinada Bay. This was primarily due to 
high productivity. Though the salinity fluctua-
tion In the Bay is very high, the low salinity condi-
tions did not continue for long periods due to the 
wide bar mouth and tidal influence. The varia-
tion in salinity did not have much adverse effect 
on the survival of the oysters. 
The present work clearly indicates that the 
pearl oyster, Pinctada fucata can be grown 
throughout the year in the Kakinada Bay, if pro-
tection from cyclonic storms and waves was provi-
ded. The Hope Island in combination with the 
newly constructed 1,500 m.long breakwater wall 
will provide enough protection to the Bay. 
However, under the prevailing conditions the 
Bay is not suitable for raft culture operation. The 
present observations suggested that rack and 
tray and or cage culture techniques can be adop-
ted successfully for raising pearl oyster stock for 
commercial operations. Assessment of pearl pro-
duction and its quality in Kakinada Bay condi-
tions has also to be undertaken. 
Thanks are due to Dr. K.K. Appukkuttan, 
Dr. K.A. Narasimham, Dr. K.Satyanarayana Rao, 
Mr. G. Subbaraju and Mr. Tattabbai for their 
help in this work. Thanks are also due to Shri S. 
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8 2 3 A NOTE ON SPAT SETTLEMENT AND GROWTH OF THE PEARL OYSTER 
PBVCTADA CHEMNITZn (PHILIPPI) IN KAKINADA BAY 
E.M. Abdussamad, P. Achayya and K.R. Somayajulu 
Kakinada Research Centre qfCMFRI, Kakinada - 533 004. India 
Pearl oyster Pinctada chemnitzii, belonging 
to the family Pteriidae has been reported from 
Kakinada Bay. They are found in the coarse 
sandy-mud bottom at 0.3 to 3.0 m depth range 
towards eastern side of the Bay near Hope 
Island, attached to dead wlndowpane oyster shel-
ls. The population biomass the species in the 
Bay has been estimated to be 314 tonnes. Detai-
led study on the biology including spat settle-
ment of the species is lacking. In the present 
study the spat settlement and growth of P. chem-
nitzii in Kakinada Bay is dealt with. 
Spat of P. chemnitzii was noticed accidental-
ly in the velon screen bags, suspended in the Bay 
from the fisheries harbour jetty for rearing Pinc-
tada Jiicata. The spat settlement was observed in 
September 1996 and the spat measured 5 to 7 
mm in DVM (Dorso ventral measurement). Spat 
were seggregated and reared separately in velon 
screen bags, till they attained 20 to 25 mm size. 
At this stage they were transferred to cages for 
further rearing. The velon screen bags and cages 
were suspended in the Bay at a minimum depth 
of 75 cm. 
The environmental features of the area 
during the study period are detailed in the article 
by the same authors elsewhere in this issue. 
The shell of the species is very much like that 
of p. Jucata except that the convexity of the valve 
is much less. Externally the valve is reddish-
brown with few cream yellow radial markings 
from the umbo to the margin of the shell. The 
inner nacreous lining of the valve is bright and 
lustrous. 
Growth of the pearl oyster, P. chemnitzii was 
very rapid when compared to that of P. Jucata rea-
red at the same site (Fig. 1). P. Jucata grew to an 
average size of 43.8 mm in DVM from 20.24 mm 
in 176 days, with a monthly growth rate ranging 
between 2.34 and 6.07 mm whereas P. chemnitzii 
attained an average size of 68.3 mm In DVM, 
ranging from 64.6 to 73.4 mm during the same 
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1. Growth of the pearl oysters, Pinctada chemnitzU and 
Pinctada Jucata in Kakinada Bay. 
period. TTie monthly growth rate of the species 
ranged between 9.57 and 11.43 mm. They attai-
ned an average weight of 28.3 g and 18.0 mm 
thickness. Growth of the oyster was slow during 
November-December, due to low water tempera-
ture and salinity. 
High survival of 84.6 % was obtained during 
the 176 day rearing. Mortality was observed only 
at the early spat stage during the first two 
months after settlement. 
Barnacles (Balanus sp.), oysters (Crassostrea 
sp.) mussels (Pema sp.). Modiolus sp., boring 
polychaetes (Polydqra sp.) and sponges were 
found settled over the oysters and cages 
throughout the rearing period. Peak settlement 
was observed during January-March period 
when the salinity was high. 
Remarks 
TTie pearl oyster P. cHemnitzii has shown 
good growth rate when compared to that of P. 
Jucata. But the species at present has little com-
mercial importance, since it is not being used for 
pearl production. Detailed investigations on its 
biology and related aspects are needed to exploit 
the resource for commercial purpose. Since P. 
chemnitzii also have pearl production capacity, 
their suitability for commercial pearl production 
is to be investigated through further experi-
ments. • 
8 2 4 SOME OBSERVATIONS ON LIGHT FISHING OFF THIRUVANANTHAPURAM COAST 
R. Bhaskaran Acharl, Jacob Jerold Joel, G. Gopakumar, 
K.K. Philippose, K.T. Thomas and A.K. Velasrudhan 
Vizhiryam Research Centre of Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, 
Vizhiryam- 695 521, India 
The artisanal fisheries of the Thiruvanantha-
puram coast axe of considerable importance in 
the fisheries of Kerala State due to their signifi-
cant contributions to the catch of resources like 
tunas, anchovies, ribbonfish, caranglds, perches 
and cephalopods. The motorisation of traditional 
crafts with outboard motors from the mid 
eighties could be regarded as one of the milesto-
nes in the development of the small-scale fishe-
ries of Thiruvananthapuram District. In the late 
eighties fishing with light emerged to a signifi-
cant level in the District. The salient aspects of 
fishing with light and its impact on the fisheries 
of Thiruvananthapuram coast for the 5 year 
period 1991-'95 are outlined in this article. 
Light fishing 
The aggregation of fish in response to artifici-
al lights was known from ancient times and this 
has led to the development of fishing with light in 
many parts of the world. The simple method adop-
ted earlier was to light a big fire on the beach as 
close as possible to water. This would attract 
certain varieties of fish which would eventually 
be caught. The next step was the use of torches 
made of almost anjrthing that burns (e.g. dried 
leaves of coconut tree or banana, or split bam-
boo). Fishing with torches was subsequently 
improved with the use of lamps with kerosene, 
fuel gas and electricity. Presently light fishing 
exists in many forms in many parts of the world. 
Light is being used in fishing by beach seine, gill 
net, purse seine, lift net, drift net, scoop net, 
hooks and line and trap. The important among 
them are surrounding nets (purse seine), lift nets 
and hand lines. Apart from lights generated from 
kerosene pressure, gas and electricity, underwa-
ter lamps are also commonly in use. 
There are different explanations for the 
attraction of fish to artificial light such as posi-
tive phototaxis, preference to certain optimum 
light intensity, investigatory reflex, feeding, 
schooling and disorientation. The major groups 
of fishes which possess light attraction response 
are sardines, mackerel, anchovies, carangids 
and squids. Tunas are not directly attracted to 
light. The Japanese light fishing is mainly aimed 
at squids, mackerel, sardine and horse mackerel 
emd it accounts for 20-25 % of the country's total 
fish production. The most important squid 
fishing method In Japan, namely, handlining or 
jigging depends entirely on the principle of light 
attraction. 
When compared to many other parts of the 
world, there is no well developed light fishing tech-
nique in the western parts of Indian Ocean inclu-
ding the Arabian Sea. However, scientific expedi-
tions in the area have shown that large aggrega-
tions of sardines, horse mackerel, mackerel and 
rainbow sardine are attracted by light. 
Data source 
The major portion of data used in this article 
was collected from Vizhinjam fish landing centre 
during 1991-'95 and observations from four fish 
landing centres south of Vizhinjam, viz., PuUuvi-
la, Puthiathura, Poovar and Parithiyoor and four 
centres north of Vizhinjam, viz, Poonthura, Valia-
thura, Vallaveli and Marianad. 
Fishing gear 
Eventhough boat seine, drift gill net, hooks 
and line, shore seine, chala vala, netholi vcda 
and disco vala are the common gear employed 
along the Thiruvananthapuram coast, light 
fishing is done mainly with hooks and line. 
However, in some centres light fishing by boat 
seine was also carried out occasionally. 
Fishing lamps 
Kerosene pressure lamps and gas lamps are 
commonly used for fishing with light. 
Fishing season 
The major fishing season in the Thiruvanan-
thapuram District is from May to October when 
about 67 % of the total fish catch of the District 
is caught. November to February which is a lean 
period for the fishery in this area is the main sea-
son for light fishing. Only 15 % of the total hooks 
and line units engage in light fishing during the 
period. The average monthly effort, catch and 
catch rate of the different groups of fish landed 
by hooks and line with light attraction at Vizhin-
jam are given in Table 1. 
TABLE i. Catch (kg), fishing effort (no. of units) and catch rate 
(kg) in respect of hooks and line operated with light 
attraction system at Vizhinjam , 
Groups Nov, Dec. J a n . Feb. Total % 
Big-eye scad 54,961 37 ,643 28,887 39.739 1.61.230 77.2 
Mackerel — 689 34,294 5,554 40,537 19.4 
Perches 422 1,619 1,395 394 3.830 1.8 
Squids — 1,690 — 1,229 2,919 1.4 
Other carangids — 124 194 — 318 0.2 
Total catch 
Total effort 
Catch ra te 
55,383 
490 
113.0 
41 ,765 
676 
61 ,8 
64,770 
697 
93.0 
46,916 
534 
87.9 
2,08,834 
2,396 
87.2 
The effort ranged from 490 to 697 units with 
the average for the season at 599 units. The 
catch ranged from 41.8 to 64.8 t with the average 
at 52.2 t. The catch rate per unit ranged from 
61.8 to 113.0 kg with the seasonal average at 
87.2 kg. 
The big-eye scad, Selar crumenophthalmus, 
locally known as kannankozhuchala or kannan-
para or peringampara, formed the bulk of the 
10 
catch (77.2 %) followed by mackerel (19.4 %), per-
ches (1.8 %), squids (1.4 %) and other carangids 
(0.2 %). The average monthly effort, catch and 
catch rate of the different groups of fishes caught 
by hooks and line operated without light attrac-
tion during the same period are given in Table 2 
for making a comparative assessment of the two 
types of fishing. 
TABLE 2 Catch (kg), fishing effort (no. of units) and catch rate 
(kg) in respect of hooks and line operated without light 
attraction system at Vizhinjam. 
Groups Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Total % 
Tunas 
Perches 
other 
carangids 
Squids 
Mackerel 
others 
Big-eye scad 
1,89,917 
27.510 
62,291 
27.658 
13.720 
14.034 
1.558 
1.22,444 
51,091 
51,251 
12,282 
15,777 
6,113 
11,993 
1.11.839 
84.318 
50.513 
14.394 
23.113 
12,857 
172 
1.14.055 
59.429 
54.900 
13,623 
9,398 
9,495 
923 
5,38,256 
2.22,348 
2,18,956 
67,957 
62,008 
42,499 
14.646 
46.1 
19.1 
18.8 
5.8 
5.3 
3.6 
1.3 
Total catch 
Total effort 
Catch rate 
3,36.689 
5,008 
67.2 
2,70.951 
4.882 
55.5 
2,97,206 
6.228 
47.7 
2,61.823 
5,426 
54,2 
11,66,669 
21,544 
54,2 
The effort ranged from 4,882 to 6,228 units 
with the average at 5,386 units. The catch varied 
from 261.8 to 336.7 t with the average for the 
period at 291.7 t. The catch rate fluctuated from 
47.7. to 67.2 kg and the average was at 54.2 kg. 
The tunas formed the dominant catch (46.1 %) 
followed by perches (19.1 %), other carangids 
(18.8 %). cephalopods (5.8 %), mackerel (5.3 %), 
big-eye scad (1.3 %) and others (3.6 %). 
It could be seen that the average catch rate 
by light fishing units was 87.2 kg as compared 
with 54.2 kg in non-light units. Percentagewise it 
indicates that the species composition of the 
catch significantly differed in the two types of 
units. In the light fishing units fishes which are 
attracted towards artificial light are mainly 
caught. Here, it is evident that the big-eye scad is 
the species which exhibits maximum attraction 
towards artificial light followed by mackerel. 
However, it is seen that cephalopods, especially, 
squids, which are known to have attraction, have 
not contributed appreciably to this method of 
fishing. One of the reasons for this is that the 
November-February period is not a major fishing 
season for squids along this coast. Another rea-
son appears to be that the size of hooks, which 
are employed for catching big-eye scad, may not 
be suitable for squids. 
Almost similar trend was noticed from the 
observations at other centres In that the catch 
rate of hooks and line operated with lights south 
of Vizhinjam was 117.6 kg and the same for 
north of Vizhinjam was 95 kg. Boat seines opera-
ted at some centres with light attraction devices 
yielded a catch rate of 145 kg. The bulk of the 
catch (88.2 %) was constituted by squids fol-
lowed by carangids. 
Impact of light fishing on other tjrpes of fishing 
Some of the groups fished by the light fishing 
units are also caught by other units operated 
without light, such as hooks and line, drift glU-
net, shore seine and boat seine. The percentage 
composition of the different groups of fish in 
these units is furnished in Table 3. 
TABLE 3. Percentage composition of different groups tctken by 
various gear without light attraction (the first five groups 
are also taken in light fishing) 
Groups Percentage 
Hooks & 
Mackerel 
Big-eye scad 
Other carangids 
Perches 
Squids 
Tunas 
Seerflsh 
Barracuda 
Ribbonflsh 
Whitebaits 
Silverbellies 
Sardines 
Cuttlefish 
Juvenile fish 
Others 
line 
2.4 
3.2 
14.3 
18.0 
1.4 
47.8 
-
-
-
-
-
-
3.9 
-
9.0 
Drift gill 
net 
17.1 
5.7 
11.3 
3.1 
-
46.1 
6.3 
2.9 
-
-
-
-
-
7.5 
Shore 
seine 
1.9 
1.2 
15.5 
-
2.1 
3.5 
-
-
-
24.9 
16.2 
14.5 
-
4.5 
15.7 
Boat 
seine 
-
-
9.2 
-
11.2 
-
-
-
54.7 
11.1 
4.5 
-
-
-
9.3 
It is seen from the table that the dominant 
groups caught by these units are not caught by 
light fishing units. However, since some of the 
groups are caught by both light fishing units as 
well as by non-light fishing units, it is necessary 
to analyse the extent to which fishing with light 
ciffects the regular catch of the other units. It is 
clear from the species composition of the light 
fishing units that they are mainly operated for 
the big-eye scad. The fishery season for this spe-
cies is from November to March with a peak 
during November-January. It is found that the 
big-eye scad forms only 5.7 % of the total catch 
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by drift gill net, 3.2 % by non-light hooks and 
line, 1.2% by shore seine and does not form signi-
ficant portion of the catch from boat seine. The 
next important species caught by light fishing 
units is mackerel, Eventhough mackerel is availa-
ble throughout the year in the area, its peak sea-
son is March-June but even when the light 
fishing units were not in operation, mackerel did 
not form a significant portion in the catch of drift 
gill net, hooks and line, shore seine and boat 
seine during these months. The magnitude of 
other groups namely perches, other carangids 
and squids caught in the light fishing units, are 
not significant. Hence, it could be concluded that 
the light fishing at Thiruvananthapuram coast is 
intended mainly for big-eye scad and it cannot 
have any adverse impact on the catches by other 
types of gear in the area. 
Recommendations 
1. Generally November-March is a lean 
period for the fishery in the Thiruvananthapu-
ram coast. Light fishing during the period by 
hooks and line exploits mostly resources of big-
eye scad as well as mackerel. These two species 
are not caught significantly during this period in 
the gear operated without light attraction. It is evi-
dent that if they are not caught by light fishing 
method, these species may be lost to the fishery 
during these months. Hence, any fishing with 
light that augments the fish catch in the area 
needs to be encouraged. The common advanta-
ges relevant to artisanal fishermen in light 
fishing by hooks and line is that they can use 
inexpensive hooks from the crafts which they 
own; on the other hand they are not incurring 
any additional expenditure for their fishing 
operations. 
2. Observations on the few light fishing trips 
with boat seine in the area showed that squids 
were caught in good quantities. Hence, light 
fishing for squids could be developed further 
which will be highly profitable. The peak season 
for squids in this area is August-September and 
light fishing by boat seine as well as by hooks 
and line could be tried for squids during these 
months. 
3. The crude type of fishing with light practi-
sed now can be improved further. As a prelimina-
ry step suitable frames could be fixed in the fish-
ing crafts itself for operating proper light attrac-
tion devices so that scattering of light can be 
minimised. 
4. Comparative fishing experiments and expe-
rience of commercial fishing from other parts of 
the world indicate that underwater fishing lamps 
are more efficient than surface lamps. A surface 
lamp loses part of its illumination due to reflec-
tion at the water surface. With choppy water, 
light becomes unsteady or flickering and this 
may scare off certain fish. By the use of underwa-
ter lamps illumination remains steady for light 
attraction. But underwater electric lamps may 
cost more than gas or kerosene pressure lamps. 
Hence, the feasibility of using electric underwa-
ter lamps may be studied. 
5. Since light fishing is a recent introduction 
in our coasts, various aspects of this type of 
fishing relevant to our fisheries, which are listed 
below, may be investigated. 
a. It may be studied whether all species of 
fishes behave alike irrespective of age, sex and 
physiological conditions or not. 
b. Whether positioning of the artificial light 
(surface or underwater), its colour, and nature 
(steady, flickering etc.) can have significant effect 
on response of fishes. 
c. Research input into all the above aspects 
should be undertaken on a priority basis for the 
development of this fishing method by the artisa-
nal fishery sector in this area. 
The authors are indebted to Dr. P.A. Tho-
mas, Scientist, Vizhinjam Research Centre of 
CMFRI, for critically going throught the 
manuscript. O 
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825 On the occurrence of a bisexual 
strain of the Brine shrimp Artemia 
in the salt pans at'Tuticorin 
The importance of the brine shrimp, Artemia in lar-
viculture was recognised for the first time when Scale 
(1933, Trans. Am. Fish. Soc.. 63 : 129-130) described 
the value of the nauplii of Artemia as an ideal food for 
fish fry. Later several investigators found that the fresh-
ly hatched nauplii of the brine shrimp are the most sui-
table and also very convenient food for the early larval 
stages of various species of fishes and crustaceans. As 
the nauplii can be obtained as and when required in 
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the form of dry cysts, the attention of aquaculturists 
all over the world was drawn towards this larval food 
resource which resulted in intensive research activi-
ties on various aspects of the cysts and naulpii of the 
brine shrimp. After 1970 the use of brine shrimp cysts 
in crustacean hatcheries assumed great importancend 
at present the success of shrimp hatcheries the world 
over depends upon the availability of quality Artemia 
cysts to a very great extent. 
In Artemia, both parthenogenetic and bisexual 
strains have been recorded from several parts of the 
world. Bisexual strains have been reported from 
England, South America, USA, Argentina and Iran whe-
reas parthenogenetic strain has been reported mostly 
from Europe and Asia. In India, Artemia has been 
reported to occur in the solar salt pans at Tuticorin, 
Vedaranyam, Madras, Bombay and Gulf of Kutch. It 
has also been recorded from the inland salt lakes In 
Rajasthan viz. Sambar lake and Didwana lake. In all 
these places only parthenogenetic strain has been 
recorded so far (Kulasekarapandlan et at, 1995, CIBA 
Bulletin, No. 4). The present article reports on the occur-
rence of bisexual strain of brine shrimp in the solar 
salt pans at Tuticorin for the first time, 
Parthenogenetic and bisexual strains of brine 
shrimp in the salt pans at Tuticorin 
At Tuticorin, brine shrimp population Is distri-
buted in most of the salt pans and salt pools. During 
one of the collection trips to the salt pans at Karapad 
In February '97 the authors noticed a large number of 
Artemia couples in riding position. In some cases two 
males were found to ride on a single female. The brine 
shrimps thus collected from the salt pans were maintai-
ned in 1 t cement tank constructed under open sun 
light at Karapad Field laboratory and were fed with 
ragi bran extract squeezed through 40n bolting silk 
cloth. Following the discovery of the bisexual strain In 
the natural salt pans at Karapad, survey of the salt 
pans at a few other places in and around Tuticorin 
also was carried out during February - March '97. Out 
of the seven places surveyed viz. Karapad, Muthiapu-
ram. Thermal Nagar area, Uranl extension, Alangara-
thlttu east, Thalamuthu Nagar and Kalavasal, the 
population of Artemia was recorded only in three 
places namely Karapad, Uranl extension and Alangara-
thittu east. The bisexual strain of the brine shrimp 
was recorded in the salt pans at Karapad whereas In 
the remaining two places only parthenogenetic strain 
of Artemia was found to be present. 
Preliminary studies on the production potential of 
parthenogenetic and bisexual strain of brine shrimp 
In order to understand the production potential of 
the parthenogenetic and bisexual strains of the brine 
shrimp obtained from different salt pans, preliminary 
experiments were conducted at Karapad Field Labora-
tory. On 18-2-'97 a total of 100 numbers of females of 
the parthenogenetic strain and 100 pairs of the bise-
xual strain (le. 100 female with males in riding posi-
tion) were collected from the stock maintained in the 
laboratory and released into two different cement 
tanks of 1 t capacity under direct sunlight outside the 
laboratory and the production of nauplli in both the 
strains was studied. Both the populations were fed 
with ragl bran extract squeezed through 40 |i bolting 
silk cloth. When the population was estimated by ran-
dom sampling method on 5th March '97 ie., on 15th 
day, the production of young ones (both nauplli and 
juveniles) by the bisexual strain was three fold with an 
estimated number of 31,598 as against only 9,840 
young ones produced by the parthenogenetic strain. 
During the period of the experiment the salinity 
ranged from 60.3 to 68.1 ppt., the pH from 8.4 to 8.6 
and the ambient temperature from 27° to 30° C. 
Probable mode of entry of the bisexual strain of the 
brine shrimp into the salt pahs at Tuticorin 
During the past one decade a number of shrimp 
hatcheries were established around Tuticorin. These 
hatcheries Import brine shrimp cysts from different 
foreign agencies through Indian dealers. It Is believed 
that either some cysts or larvae might have escaped 
from such hatcheries and entered the salt pans. But it 
may be noted here that all these private hatcheries are 
located about 10 km away from the site where the 
bisexual strain has been recorded. This clearly Indica-
tes that the cysts might have been dispersed either by 
wind or by water birds, particularly flamingoes as 
these birds have been observed occasionally In certain 
parts of the salt pans at Tuticorin. 
The bisexual strain Is tentatively identified as Arte-
mia franciscana as most of the shrimp hatcheries in 
India import the cysts of this species (Sorgeloos, 1997, 
personal communication). A. Jranciscana Is widely 
distributed In North, Central and South America and 
its entry Into the solar salt pans at Tuticorin Is expec-
ted to bring about a major change in the population 
characteristics of the native parthenogenetic strain soo-
ner or later not only at Tuticorin but also in the other 
parts of tl>e country. 
* H. R^lamanl, S. Lakshml PUlai, D.B. James and P. Jal Ganesh, 
Tuticorin Research Centre of CMFRI, Tuticorin - 628 001. 
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826 'Kotibale' a new tjrpe of boat seine 
introduced at Malpe Fisheries Harbour 
Marine fishing at Malpe during the monsoon 
months (June to August) is being carried out only by 
the motorlsed canoes as fishing by mechanised vessels 
is banned by the Kamataka Government. The sea con-
dition on most of the days during the monsoon period 
is unfavourable for conducting normal fishing. 
However, when there Is less wind and the sea is calmer 
fishermen used to venture Into the sea In their out-
board motorlsed Indigenous gbar nearer to the shore 
(<12m). These motorlsed units use either boat seine, 
gill net or mini trawl net. Among these the boat seines 
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ranibale and mattabale are very popular and are used 
to catch shoaling pelagic fishes and prawns namely oil 
sardine, small sized mackerel, croakers, other clu-
peids like lesser sardines, rainbow sardine, Thryssa 
spp., pomfrets, Metapenaeus dobsoni and Parape-
naeopsis stylifera. Among the gill nets in use, the patta-
bale is important as they target the large sized macke-
rel which abound in the nearshore area in good con-
centration during the monsoon period every yeeir. The 
pattabale catch good quantities of mackerel. The 
major operational disadvantage of pattabale is the 
long time taken for removing the gilled mackerel. On a 
fair catch day a unit employing 12-15 fishermen has to 
spend 2-3 hours for a 0.5 t catch. This year the fisher-
men introduced a new boat seine called as kotibale 
mainly to encirle the large sized mackerel shoal during 
the monsoon months and haul the net into the canoe, 
thereby saving a lot of time. The kotibale is operated 
from wooden canoes having an overall length of 11.7 to 
17.5 m and use 15 to 25 h.p, out-board motors. Each 
'Kotibale' unit consists of 2-3 Ccinoes and a net and 
employs 18 to 20 crew members. The method of opera-
tion is similar to the operation of other boat seines. Koti-
bale is prepared using thicker thread with larger mesh 
size and more lead weights as compared to other boat 
seines in use. The net is thus heavier than the other 
boat seines and therefore sinks faster and withstands 
the water current much better. 
About 300 kg of nylon net material is being used 
in the making of one kotibale. The net has a length of 
500 m and a depth of 35 m. The net is webbed using 
thread number one and has a mesh size of 30 to 32 
mm. The entire net consists of four to six pieces and 
the pieces are joined using No. 6 nylon rope. The head 
rope has a thickness of 20 mm to which attached are 
3,500 apple floats using 10 mm rope. The floats are 
attached at an interval of 6 Inches. The foot rope has a 
thickness of 60 mm and around 1,000 lead weights 
each weighing 250 g each separated by a distance of 
11 inches are attached to it. Forty to fortyfive numbers 
of purse rings each weighing 250 g are attached to the 
net. The rings (10 numbers) attached on either side of 
the net are heavier and weigh 0.5 to 1 kg. This makes 
the net heavier and enables rapid sinking. The total 
cost of the net is estimated to be around 1.6 lakhs. The 
making cost of a new kotibale unit is estimated to be 
around Rs. 6 lakhs which includes the cost of the net, 
the canoes and the labour involved. As shoal of large 
sized mackerel is encircled, transfer of the trapped fish 
to the carrier boats and auctioning of the same do not 
take much time and if need be the same unit can take 
two or three hauls in a day. The fishermen are confi-
dant that the modified boat seine will be profitable. 
During 1997 fifty kotibale have been manufactured at 
Malpe. 
Prepared by Prathibha Rohit and R. Appaya Naik, Mangalaore 
ResearchI Centre of C.M.F.R.I. Mangalore - 575 001. 
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827 A Note on giant devil ray Mobula 
diabolus caught at Vizhinjam 
On 19.6.95 two female giant devil rays Mobula dia-
bolus (Shaw) measuring respectively 442 and 450 cm 
across the disc and weighing 800 and 850 kg were 
caught in a gill net operated at a depth of 45-50 m in 
the inshore waters of Vizhinjam. The fishes were auctio-
ned for Rs. 2,250 and 2,800 respectively. On 16.1.97 
one more devil ray of 325 cm in disc length and 700 kg 
in weight was caught in a gill net and was auctioned 
for Rs,2,200. On 20.2.97 a female devil ray of 396 cm 
in disc length and 500 kg in weight caught by hooks 
and line was auctioned for Rs. 1,690. Morphometric me-
asurements of the four devil rays are given in Table 1. 
TABLE i. Morphometric measurements (in cm) of four devil rays 
Mobula diabolus (Shaw) caught at Vizhinjam during 
1995--97 
Particulars Devil 
I 
Date of cap ture 19.6.95 
Disc length 
Disc width 
192 
442 
Total length of a single gill slit 45 
Distance between the gill slit 
Width of gill slit from 1st to 
Vth 
Width of mou th 
Length of cephalic horn 
Distance between the ho rns 
Width of cephalic horn 
Distance between the eyes 
Tail length 
Weight (in kg) 
Sex 
12 
45 
69 
50 
-
19 
128 
-
800 
F 
Sale price Rs. 2,250 
ray. Mobula diabolus 
II 
19.6.95 
200 
450 
48 
13 
48 
72 
58 
-
15 
128 
-
850 
F 
2,800 
III 
16.1.97 
325* 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
700 
F 
2,200 
rv 
20.2.97 
150 
396 
-
11 
36 
-
37 
52 
-
-
52 
500 
F 
1,690 
* Including tail. 
Giant ray, the largest of all rays common In tropi-
cal waters is popularly called devil ray, 'Kumbu thiruk-
kai' or 'Kotuwa tiriki' (in Tamil). It is also known as 
devil fish, manta ray, ox ray, eagle ray, diamond ray, 
duiwelvis ray and homy ray. It belongs to the family 
Mobulidae. Little is known about these rays because of 
their rarity. 
The devil ray has a rhomboid disc which may 
attain a width of over 7 m in some species (Manta). On 
each side of the snout is a fleshy cephalic hom separa-
ted by the gape of the mouth. The tail is very long and 
whip-like. The colour is darkish brown dorsally and 
whitish ventrally. 
The species Mobula diabolus (Shaw) and Manta 
birostris (Walbuam) are recorded in all warm seas and 
are found in the Indian waters also. One more species 
Mobula mobular is reported from the Mumbai coast. 
Mobula and harpoon fishery 
Among the rays, lesser devil ray Mobufa diabolus 
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h a s never formed a fishery during the pas t many years 
bu t occurred in very few n u m b e r s dur ing June-August 
lor the pas t five years . In India a specialy organised har-
poon fishery exists for devil rays a s in Andhra Pradesh 
and Kalpeni Island of the Union Territory of Lakshad-
vveep in September and December. The flesh is very 
m u c h relished by the is landers . In Lakshadweep Man-
tas are known as "Kottar" and Mobulas a s "Thirandi". 
In Veraval mobulas form a fishery during November-
December and again dur ing April-May in 'Jadajal ' gill-
net bu t Mantas are rare there. Occasional catches of 
large species of Mobula have been reported from Gulf 
of Mannar in drfit ne t s a t 40-60 m depth during 
September-October period. The size ranged from 57 to 
167 cm disc width and weighed between 14 and 44 kg. 
During a n u n u s u a l landing of lesser devil ray (Mobula 
diabolus) a t Kayalpatt inam, 21 specimens were 
reported In J u n e 1983. Other t h a n this little informa-
tion is available abou t this species and its fishery. 
Recently four n u m b e r s of M. diabolus were caught In 
Vizhinjam. 
Manta 
Mantas are rare and taken occasionally from our 
waters . Mantas are the largest of all the rays and grow 
to abou t 8 m in length and 7. m in width and weigh 
over 2 tonnes . Specimens of 240 to 375 cm and 
embryo of 320 m m have been reported from Minicoy. 
Earlier reports on devil ray M. birostris from the 
east and west coas ts of India are given in Table 2. In 
India M. birostris was first recorded in Veraval on the 
west coast. In the eas t coast of India it was reported in 
Pondicherry. 
Manta birostris rarely comes near the shore. Very 
little is knovm abou t this ray. Most specimens obser-
ved and examined so far were females. Among the 16 
reported cap tures of M. birostris, eight were females 
cmd in the case of seven the sex was not known. 
Reported by S. Krishna PUlal, Vlzhinjam Research Centre of 
CMPRI, Vizhinjam - 695 521. 
15 
828 On a Whale shark Rhinodon typus 
found accompanied by its young ones 
On 3rd March 1996 at 0800 hrs during one of the 
routine observations on the long-line mussel culture, 
about 5 km off Adimalathurai south of Vizhinjam, the 
caudal fin of a whale shark projecting over the water 
was observed from the Research Vessel Cadamin VI. 
The whale shark measured about 5.5 m in length and 
weighed approximately 5 t (for that total length). The 
shark came to the propeller side of the vessel and sur-
faced. It was seen accompanied by 16 Juvenile sharks 
of about 1 m in length. Most of the young ones swam 
on either side of the shark, while a few moved below. 
The schooling sharks came near the long-line culture 
site, obviously for food, as small fishes were seen aggre-
gating there. 
Reported by S. Krishna Filial, Vizhinjam Research Centre of 
CMFRI, Vizhinjam - 695 521. 
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829 On the incidental heavy catch of 
prawns and mackerels at two 
landing centres along Raigad 
District, Maharashtra 
An unusual heavy catch of the banana prawn, 
Penaeus merguiensis was landed at f^amde landing 
centre on 10-4-'97 landed by the gill net locally called 
Daran Jal. Nine gill nets operated from the dug-out 
canones. Wahan hodi in the Rajpuni creek at a depth 
of 4-5 m landed a total of 304 kg of P. merguiensis 
which fetched a price of Rs. 35 / - per kg. 
An incidental bumber landing of the mackerel 
Rastrelliger kanagurta was observed at Bhardkhol 
Diveager landing centre on 14-4-'97 during the after-
noon hours. 160 gill net units locally called Budyal ope-
rated 15 km off the coast at a depth range of 20-25 m 
landed £in average of 250 kg of mackerels. An estima-
ted total of 35 t of mackerels were landed during the 
day and was sold at a rate of Rs. 8 / - per kg. 
Reported by Ramesh, B. Rao, Janjlramurud Field Centre 
of CMFRI, Janjiramunid - 402 401. 
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830 An instance of entangling Whale 
sharks, Rhinodon tsrpus in 
shore seine 
An unusual Instance of entangling three live 
whale sharks in the shoreseine, locally called Pedda 
vala occuned along the Srikakulam district, Andhra 
Pradesh. One whale shark measuring 5.5 m in total 
length was landed on 2-3-'97 at Yerramukkam landing 
centre by a shoreseine operated at a depth of 8 m. Ano-
ther two whale sharks; one male and the other a 
female measuring 5.7 and 5.8 m respectively got enta-
ngled in shore seine operated at Iskapalem landing 
centre at a depth of 9 m. Detailed morphometrlc measu-
rements in cm of these two specimens are given 
below. 
There was no demand either for flesh or fins of 
ese whale sharks. 
ported by- V. Atchutha Rao, Palasa Field Centre of 
IFRI, Palasa, Srikakulam District, Andhra Pradesh. 
Body particulars Female Male 
Total length 
Standard length 
Girth of body 
Width of mouth 
Length of first dorsal fin 
Length of second dorsal fln 
Length from snout to first dorsal fln 
Length from snout to second dorsal fln 
Length of pectoral fln along outer margin 
Length of caudal fln along upper margin 
Length of flrst dorsal fln base 
Length of second dorsal fln base 
Length of pectorzd fln base 
Approximate weight 
584 
439 
252 
108 
150 
63 
212 
334 
95 
145 
51 
15 
47 
3t 
571 
430 
236 
97 
147 
59 
208 
327 
85 
141 
48 
13 
44 
2.6 t 
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831 On a whale shark Rhincodon typus 
landed at Mangalore, Dakshina Kan-
nada coast 
One whale shark Rhincodctn typus Smith was acci-
dentally caught by a multiday trawl boat on 27-3-1997 
at a depth of 30 m off Murdeshwara, about 160 km 
north of Mangalore. The shark got entangled in the 
trawl net and was brought to the Mangalore Fisheries 
Harbour on the same day. The shark measured 550 
cm in total length and weighed about 1.5 t. It was pur-
chased by a local fish merchant for Rs. 750/-. Since 
the shark was very heavy, the fishermen could not lift 
it out of the water, so it was cut into pieces In the knee-
deep water. Only the liver and fins were collected and 
the other parts of the body were discarded as there 
was no demand for its flesh locally. The liver weighed 
approximately 100 kg and was taken for oil extraction. 
The gut contents of the whale shark were examined. It 
consisted of a large number of smaller pelagics like 
Carawc kcdla, few numbers of Carawc gymnostethoids. 
Megalaspis cordyla, semi-digested food materials and 
digestive fluids. This indicates that the whale shark is 
piscivorous. The first dorsal fin measured 78 cm in 
length and 57 cm In breadth. Since the body was cut 
into several pieces in water itself other detailed measu-
rements could not be taken. The whale shark was a 
Juvenile male. 
This is the ninth record of landing of whale shark 
along the Mangalore coast. 
Reported by S. Kemparaju, H.S. Mabadevswamy and 
R. Appayya Nalk, Mangalore Research Centre of CMFRI, 
Mangalore - 575 001. 
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832 Nesting of turtles along the Ganjam 
District, Orissa 
Every year hundreds of turtles especially the Olive 
ridley, Lepidochelys ollvacea used to emerge from the 
sea for laying eggs in the loose sandy beaches between 
Rushikulya river mouth bordered by south of Gokurk-
huda and north of Bada Nagogaon landing centres and 
Bahuda river mouth bordered by south of Ramnayapat-
na and north of Anantafaipur landing centres of the 
Ganjam district, Orissa. Thousands of turtle eggs were 
found spread over in the loose sands of this coastal 
stretch (Fig. 1). Since this vast area is guarded by a 
single watchman it is not possible to protect the eggs 
from predatlon by dogs and birds. 
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At Purunabondho village, nearly 7 km south of 
Gokurkhuda landing centre a few live young Olive 
ridley turtles were found kept in plastic containers 
ready for release into the sea (Fig. 2). 
Reported by S. Hemasundara Rao, Gopalpur Field Centre 
of CMPRI. Gopalpur - 761 002. 
Fifi. 1 Turtle eg^ Js spread oxer a vast area on the saiidv be,u lies. 
Fi^. 2. I'nd.ition on turtle ej;f;s by dogs and Inn 
Fig.3. Young live olive ridleys in containers before release 
to sea. 
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833 On the stranding of the common 
dolphin, Delphinus delphis 
at Murud Janjira 
A dead male dolphin, Delphinus delphis, locally cal-
led 'Gadda' measuring 305 cm in total length was 
washed ashore in the early hours of 20 - 3 - '97 at the 
sea shore of Murud Janjira (Fig. 1). It was understood 
Fig. 1. The dead dophin, Delphinus delphis stranded at 
Murud Janjira. 
that this dolphin was entangled in a monofilament gill 
net on the previous day and was discarded in the sea 
by fishermen by cutting part of the net. Piece of net 
with two fibre floats were found entangled in the upper 
jaw of the dolphin. The dolphin weighed about 250 kg 
with a flipper length of 54 cm. 
Reported by D.G. Jadhav and Ramesh, B. Rao, Janjira 
murud Field Centre of CMFRI, Janjiramurud - 402 401. 
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834 On the landing of dolphins at 
Dummulapeta, East Godavari 
District, Andhra Pradesh 
The common dolphin, Delphinus delphis is the spe-
cies frequently entangled in the gill nets along the Indi-
an coasts. The present report .pertains to the landing 
of two female specimens of Delphinus delphis at Dum-
mulapeta landing centre got entangled in a gill net 
Pandu vala operated at a depth of 45 m (Fig.l). Few 
morphometric measurements (in cm') taken are given 
below. 
17 
Fig. 1. The dolphins, Delphinus delphis entangled in gillnet. 
Part iculars 
Total length 
Head length 
Girth of body 
Snout to dorsal fin 
Snout to anal fin 
Length of dorsal fin 
Length of pectoral fin 
Length of caudal fin 
Vertical height of dorsal fin 
Length of dorsal fin base 
Length of pectoral fin base 
Length of j aw 
Approximate weight (kg) 
Specimen-
216 
36 
102 
99 
137 
40 
35 
56 
23 
33 
13 
29 
200 
1 Specimen-2 
209 
33 
100 
96 
117 
33 
34 
49 
18 
30 
11 
27 
180 
Reported by Ch. E. Thathayya and P. Achayya. Kakinada 
Research Centre of CMFRI, Kakinada, India. O 
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820 f m ^ ?r^ % ^ ^ 3 T T ^ #iTT m ^ ^ ^ q^v^ 
^ ^ ^ 3nj 3w w wk^ 3r^mw %^, w^ -ii 
g w HlfrW'^ I f^ FTW f ^ ^ t ^ ij^^fed SpRt t ^ 
ll ^di^Pi^m ^sfw^M, ^w. ^MfMw, cpr. s/f^^F 
nl'iUl'i f^ g w I afiT F I W iil^ KM ?TZ % s ^ 
#711 q'sp^ % 90-99% cT^ ftW I I Hl^'ilf^il 
mi^f^M^, ^rfW^3m ^^f^W^, mr¥^3m 
snf^ v^ lllcliil ^ T v^g' 3 r ^ WM cRJ iM" HRT t Wt# 
«fr I ^f^ 5M * q^ 5¥ t ?^ t ^ wrfrrat ^ 
?^ ffriff W ST^ cTW 1992-93 t ^ §P-
ar^ cTT^ ^ % c^T 2.2% (47.4 S T ) «n" I 1993-94 t 
^ 261.3 3^ ( ^ iP" argcTT^  9.7%) ?i^ ^ TTirr 
afrr arjTTpfr m ^ t 373.4 z^ I (fW #7t tRjg- ^ 
12%)l 1995-96 3ffT 1996-97 % t^TFT q^5^ 3^5^ 1^ : 
330.6 afrr 243.1 Z^ ^ I 
^kr^ fan" m I arf^ RJcTR" T ^ ^ aitr^-Trf t sJtl ? ^ 
T^vg W 95-100% 25-100 ^ WTlf ^ y^lf^d ^ 
f^^#qr aTFirqt ^ §an" r^r I 
^fP^Mtf^ *f^qb)^f^« g w wrfrT ?fr I ? ^ g i f ^ 
q^5^ 1993-94 % '^^d^ 69.4 Z^ ^ 1994-95 t 
185.3 ^TT ft ^ I ^ 1996 # 113.4 Z^ r^ ^ 
arf^+dH T^^ F^cT f f I 
^ t^p- uTifrr ^rfW^sm ^f^^fMfk^ ^ I 
5^T^ TSERPT q^ vg- (85.5 27T) T^f, 1993 ^ f^^ ^ 
^ «fr I 
cfr^ afrc %fr qgT§" ^ nfrr <#•. ^f^r§m^fsjr afrx 
ci(^ ^M arsJT^ Fr w r ^ cT^  % ^ ^ ^rw 
t I ^frg^ H\[^'^ ^RSR t ^ m^ ^ q f M ^ % 
^ni%^ I 
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821 ^ (TTSTRT) ^ W^ W^ - xr^ ' ^ \ ^ ^ 
3 T T ^ 
^ ^ STHR-TTr^ WFT ^ OT ^^^ WT^, ^ 5 ^ 
HR 3fk ? ^ gRT qr<T 3TTf^ W ^ f ¥ ^T s r f r l f ^ 
f t 5 ^ ^ ^ ?^ TW cTlf^ 6^Kri fer 1500 3^ ^ 10 
2 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f t TTT^  I ?¥ q w : % 3rfrf f^%^ 
HifrWci^  qr 3 q ^ qw? # f^^rw ^^' i i^ ' OT^IW 
^ 1 1 ^ # ^ ^ i^fcw<i^  qr OT^f^gw wp" 
^ftf^ I I ?¥ ^ t %^ ^ ^ i i ^ HlfrWcft W 
cuRlf^ct, TTFc^  qr y^ 5TW I M ^ W q^n¥ f%^ TpTT l l 
qr ^ wf^^nr f^^Tirr l" I 
%^ % ^ ^ 1 % % ^ smcTW ^ R ^ ^ ^it^nnr^ 
Pi^P^d ^ ^ yikiiB°b f^^m f^qr F^TT qr 3 ^ f ^ 
lf%^ 3fiT sigRci^ij Hrw-i tzr % mm ^ ^ 
qqt^ KTpr f ^ ^rqr qr I i^ rftmw % ^  ^ ^ q^5^ 
^ qs^  f%^ STT I ^ 5 ^ % s^nfcT ft"'5niT w f ^ # q ^ 
f M t qtcfr^ ^T^^T^ ^ ^ qr^ q q ^ % sTTSTKqr «TT I 
#ii%TT sn^rrqt ^ y i^cH-i T^TCT ^ f ^ e r q i n f sffr ^ 
q^ f ^ STT I ^T^ t 3Tf^ ^ s i T p ^ ^T^^ qtcTt W 
3mwf % i m q ^ cToT # q w f 8-75 ^ ^ arflrqj w^ 
^r^ I f^TR: 3TT^TTqt w TTT^^ T^ 12-25 ^ w n f # sfn 
TT!?# sTT^ rrq- ^ f ^ 30-45 ^ ^ j ^ # g^nepr ^mr I 
s f k f ^ ^ sn^TRt # ^ j ^ f^ f^ ET q^MT ^ qr?r f l ^ 
t I flZ ^ ^ ^ f ^ t 'TIT f^^ TJW 3fk ^Sm t 
RvlHMdd'l^ % f^ R5^ cT^ ^ 4650 ^ f% f^t t 
^mrr W 3THT^ T^  ^mr I I %f%^ ^qt%Sf t ^felchld 
3ffT Pisrim^ddHH ^ ^^frg^rar^ ^ 5 ^ *VR<^Ti (1250 
^ f % T f r ) i r clW HrW'^ qr ^ eiJiiiji Tpqi 11137%: 
W T ^ T ^ ^ % ^TT-TfT^«r ^ ^ %cT ^ # # T^TW m 
^Tc '^T^ ^ 4 " WtcTT TWrfT I I 
^ F m ^ ^ ^ i ^ # f^WTTSiT t q?)^ S^TTcTT 
I" I W^ ^ m t t q 5 ^ ^ iJl^KM 50 2 ^ ^ qJF STT I 
Tr^ T¥ Sfrr 3imqm % F T T ^ t W^ ^ ^ ^TWI 
WT Fl^rm cfra" 3TT^TT^  y^leH ^ ^JRUT I I 1985-95 
?T^ % ^ m # t HrWH q^ TT¥ ^ c^T ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ 3fK ? ^ cft^ cTT STfrTfT qf^ T^ToTt t f f ^T t^ sfr I 
1985-86 t vmm ^ 243500 ^ ^ t 3TTq#cT f%qT 
STT, 1988-90 cTq^  15lt MRCIJH f^TJT^ 3fk 1990-91 
t ^ ^ WS^ 663000 ^ f r q w sfTT 3 T g ^ ^ 
FT# t 500000 ^ t ^ n ^ I 1993-95 t 600000 
^k R ^ ^ TTTfr 3fk SfflrarTTT qqT¥ 684000 ^ 
1993-94 t R ^ f ^ TiTTT q j I 
3fr?T?r lTTf%^ q^ TT¥ ^T^^ ^ ^5^^  sfTT ^ ^ ^ 
STf^ RxTT STT I ^ - 3 r n ^ t *^ (7KH ^ W^ f^mf 
^^ I ^Ji^ Tfi^riT . 3 T ^ ^ err q^TS' ^ 3 T ^ sfr I 
^ T f ^ SToRTW 1985-95 % ^ k l ^ sfT c^T 653 sq" 
% ^ s f 325 3fk 15125 S^ % ^  ^^ T^cTT W I 
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1991-92 ^ q^5¥ W^^^ 1401 ST §t TFfr I 1993-94 
% #(Ff ^^^ ^Z^ 709 ST ^ Tfift sffT f^ 1994-95 
^W^^ 1512 2T?tTr4t I 
1992-95 % # T ^ n # % r^^ PT # Tlfl^ q^^ ^^ f^ 
f^ TRT ^ ^ I I 1992-93 ^ 3mrIW STttoT ^ 0.2 ST 
sfK 5^PTT^  ^ 166.95 2T sn" 3fk f%?r^ t TT^ cf^  # 
«fr I 3T^ _ 5^ Jf Tpft % ^5f^ q^ji- ^[p- j^TT 8ft I 
1993-94 ^ ^ ^m HllrW=ft %cRT ^iTT^ % I^TPT 
f^Wifr q # 5fr I 1993-95 ^ q^i^ WfT 3^TRT «fr -
3 1 ^ t 40.4 ST 3flT ^JTT^ t 228.6 ST I fMwi -
w^ # arrftr 'fr^sicr ^ f^ ^ sr^ T#?f # ^ 
f ^ ^ ^ # g ^ T T T t q f^il" 3rE# sfr I 
% ^ ^ ^ i ^ Tntc^E^ ^ p n # T I f^RTt 
I I ?T # q ^ m t f^EfcIT «fr I 
W ^ET^ q ^ ^^TTfrT I I ? ^ sftTRT ^ r f ^ q ^ ^ 
378 ST «fr sfr^  3TflfT5TT ST^TW 579 ST 1994-95 t 
f ^ ^ f^^T Tm STT I l%? t^ -q^^ ?T^ W ^TTT 
f¥%feITT W^ f^f^ TT qrl Tfft % ^ft¥T t q^i^ 5^T f^rl 
Tf ^ 1 ^ TJe^ TTT ^ ^ I 3 ^ f ^ TnfrFq^ 
108 ST % 3ff^ r?f ^ t f ^ sracK^ % ^«T y'^f^d W?fr 
I I 1992-93 afrr 1993-94 % ^tTT f t ^ # T ^ 
-^HdH 3ftT 3 I^?rfT q^ >S" Wifra": 72 sftx 156 ST «fr I 
TTTT^ T# f t , Tpfr fM^-f^^FRT % ^TTT ^llc^-j;) 
% ^ ^ ? ¥ W^ ^ ^ ^ y^ifeld q^ [TrIT T^KcftT 
^ # STTt^ TSTT sfr I sfr^ TT 165 ST % ^ 8? qTil" 
100.7 ST 3fk 238.1 ST % ^ f^ f^ ET «fr I Tlftq^ 
srarw 1993 srtrcT % o.i ST ^ 1995 w^ % 43.4 
ST t ^TcTcrr^ I sK^lcil Tfi^ TT ^y^l^M, 3f%T f f ^ 
^ ar^iq;^ sfir ^^TTT^ t m ^ q ^ ^ qr^ gf sfr I T ^ 
?#•. / ^ ^ ^ ^jqfMrT 3fr^  ^ f^ tqTTT «fr I 
W^ sfr^ TT ^ i f f^ 3T^TW 88.7 ST «TT ^ q ^ 
STTeTW % 9.0% «Tr I sfT^TcT ^ qft^ qqyg" ^ rf % 0.9 ST 
t q^w^ % 23.4 ST ^ f ¥ ^ «ft 3fiT arf^ RKfR" qq>s" 
60 ST «fr ^ q ^ ^ , 1995 ^ Rq r^^  * T # ?fr I ^ T r t 
- ^ sfrr i%cRT # q q ^ 3R#- «fr I ar^cj^ - f ^wr 
?#". ^f^RTZr - ^:^ WffT TJeTTTT §^T^  q ^ , 
W sfr^ TcT T l f ^ STTcTFT 64.2 ST «Tr ^  q^ qfe 3TT?RW 
q^ r 6.57o «T I afr^T ^n f ^ qq^ Tf % 0.2 ST ^ 
J^TTTt % 12.7 ST ^ ^RcTcft T^ I f^ct^-^STTTt 
?ff.f7^ qol" q r ^ qjfe q q ^ q^ 8.0% sir I I^TTT-
w ^ # ^:^[^^ 3r^# 2ft I 
q i ^ % ^ qqsR % OTTIT ?t^ t I sfi TTT 
TTRTW q ^ ^ , Tpft ^. ^if^l'ilo^'riH, 4t. ^Iwf^fW, 'ft. 
efmt STT 3 q ^ f ^ ^ I sfrr ^ ^tm^pr - ^ 
f % ^ f ^ ^ t I merKurarr ? T q ^ q^ 3T^^TW 
«^TTT ^  ^ ]^s<=h< %TiT q^ ^ I I !5tt q ^ ^ ^ ^ T ^ 
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^TijfM % m^ m^ ^ w^ %f%TT Hq%r wi^ ti 
T^fW %fenr ^T fN^ W!# t I f%?t^ ^ ?t^ m ^ 
^il^n-Ml ^frT f^ra? ^ TpTr I s f r w 642 Z^ affi 
615000 ^ % SfFt f^^TWTorf^ W STRT^ PT 676 S^ 
3fk 868000 ^ ^ TRTT f^w^ ^xprr Pr^Rft I f^ 
f M l ^ 3TflfqF3?riT ^ l i tq " tR5^ % i^^ij eT^  q ^ TTTTT 
^W^^nzmww mf^pfjw sr^mw ^ , mf^^mw - 533 004 
0 ^ 146 orf f% Tfr ^ ^ f%^ q ^ chlf^rll^l 
wi^ M^ % T ^ ^mr#, f^t^^^ f^+qif^iii afrr 
f^^Eim ^^*ldl +Hlcicb ^IT^ % s|f^4d t I W i z ^ 
^iT^ # qf^fMcT t ? ^ ^ ^ sfrr 3i[ci41f^ddi qr 
^ tiTf%^ srsqiT^ OT^f^er ^  I I ?¥ srerqm- ^ 
^ « k qt?W %f%TT 7.0 ^ 21.6 f^ Tfr cRJ % 
SfFTTR- (3ft¥cf 14.58 f^ ^ ) % "m^ g r^TT ^ f % 
f ^ qr I t r^ ^ t 1000 ?5T^ W MRcl^ -i f^tfT ^ 
5 0 0 1 ^ m^ ^ q f % ^ % 3 ^ t T t ^ ^ I ?^ 
^ % ^ , TjfQf ^qRdel % ^ ^ WTWl 75 t Jfr ^ 
ST^ FT SToTH" ^ W^ % f ^ STxiT^ W H t T ^ f%^ «Tr I 
20-25 Rr Tfr % STFTFr q^T 5^T% TT FTT^ ^ STPt % 
f%^ STT I g^rTT^ afrr m ^ ¥ ^ f ^ ^ # # 
ZT^  STKHFT 1996 srrraTT t 97 ^IFf cRJ # 
^RTXT; ^ M ^ ?«rFr % ^JM # ercmw, dm^M affr 
p^ScTT W PlijRld R ^ f ^ «TT I ' ^ ^CIISJH+H t 
aTKFFTT^ t ^3f^  ^ <?1c|U|dl 3f|T dlM^M W 
sffl mS" % W ^ (Hciuidl 6.16% fRi WT f t Tm I 
f ^ ^ ^ % ^T^ eraWrfT ^5^^": ^ ^ ^ T l f t 32.6% cR5 
^ ^ I 
^T^ dN^M 23.0 3f|T 33.5C°% ^  f ^ f ^ «Tr I 
dlM^M f ^ ¥ ^ % ^kFTRrFfT affr 3Riq^ t 3W «TT I 
21 
t ^ ^ ^5^" t g^ ?TT ^ jf% ^ ^ 3rE# !fr I 31.50 sfrr 
55 i ^ ^ % SfRTfT >Er t 3ffFcT STHTFT 43.8 f^ ^ 
^ m i \w mf^ ^ ^ f ^ % 12.0 ^  w afr^ RT "m 
3^ 10.0 ^  17.4 f^ Tfr cRi ^  ^ i taf # OTt^ ^  «fr I 
T^K sfk q-^ Tc^  JK f^Wrf T i t erf^T ^ ^ STFTFT 
40-45 f^ ^ ?T^ q f ^ q i ^ £ R # ^ ^ TK 5t Tpfr 
3 ^ WT^ sfrr '5TR t ^ S f g c f r 3TT^  epfr I 
3Tfrr#^?rcTr ^ 83.1% sfr I sr^ TcjwT ^ f^rrar 
^M\%<^, ^ f e " , % , ^ 3nf^ # ^ ^ i j ^ 
3mf^ t ^ ^ ^ I cHc|U|dl 3 T f ^ ^ T i t^SpT^ 
^ 'TT^ rRJ ^  3rgf^ # ^ ^ s r t ^ sfr I 
snf^^mr a n f ^ ^ q f r f ^ f^qfrr f t ^ |TT •aft *if^di^i 
3ifd411^ddl ^ 3?Rr fTT T ^ ^ r|# ^ H d l I I 
f ^ ^ ?T^KTT t I i t T ^ 3 ^ iciPiR^d 1,500 ^ 
cIc^HM f^qfrPrr ^ WT^ % ? ^ ^ q w ^ #i1%TT 
3Tp r r ^ 1 I cicJJHM f^ T%TW c||fi)|f^4) ^ ^ g ^ ^ 
^ f ^ W ^ %%tT t ^ 3TT^ 3flT %^ t ^ ^ ^ 
823 chiR,Hi^ i mi[ t 5^ TTT ^ ^ f^^sm %fi^f^^ (fWMr) 
^ rriT ^^ 3m 3fW W Wilf^yTm Sf^mw %^^ mf¥nw - 533004 
3/^; 59 1984) =hlf>5 |^^ | wi[ t ^ i t t f f r ^ ^  g^ rTT 
^ f^wm$fi=^fM^ ^3^M^ qi Rqtf ^ ^ II 
? % g T ^ ^ ^ l ^ t ^ f t T % f^r^ 0.3 ^  3.0 
# n M f H q r m^ 3ftT q^ - ^ CM t q^ ^  # ^ 
^jf% ^ ^ ^ t f^^m^ q ^ t I Fn3 ^ ^ ?i1%cf r=T# 
^ t f ^ qr f^^^ uiMcbi^  3r^ ?T^ WMW ^ I I 
^qr^ ^ ^ ^ 3 k ^ ^ qi f^^Ttr f^ n^" Tmr 1 1 
/i?*i/-^/ t/5 c^/,/c;/ % qref?T # i f ^ oT3% Tjir tofpf ^ ^ 
2ff%^ ^ 3<l4)f^4) ^ ^ #. W^T^Mf W?: ^  F^TT 
qrl q^ f ^ 1996 f M ^ ^ ^ Tpqr err 13frT FTR: w 
^ E R JTTq^  5 1 7 f^ # err I f ^ ^ # ^ ^ ^#^ ^ t f ^ 
^ 20 ^  25 ^  3TTqm qM' ^ ^ rT^ qjePT f^ I f ^ 
^K 3TFr % qr^ T^ # i f ^ q ^ t ^qu'wRd f%^ qr I 
^ # ^ ^#5T 3ftT q ^ # ^irit ^ 75 t ^ # ^IWf ^ 
cT2:% f ^ er I 
qiepf ^ ^ 5^M sfrJRfr ^[#nT qr I qr^rr # 
3raf^ # 3^Ter dlMHM sfiT o1c|U|dl T^ r^frT^TFT f lW ^Tl 
diqJHM f ^ ¥ ^ ^  w^idH 3fri Slchc^ sK t 3TJ^ r^ KRr % 
m q 23.0 ^  33.5C° t f^SRTT l^w4t I W TW: 
^t^uidl 6.16 3ftT 32.6 ^  tft ^ #1 ^  fM^q- sfr I 
3T^T^-?T^^ ^ ^sbclldl ^ i f ^ 3fk 7^T^  % WW 
e1c|U|dl ^rp" ^ ^ ^ I 
22 
% 7 ^ ^ i n f ^ r T ^ ^w^M ^ #iT tftrr f^r^ % 
# goPTT ^ ^ . #^7/tofJ- # ^ ^ ^ | f sifr I 176 
f ^ ir "#-. iib^^/d/ ^ 43.8 f^ jfV W 3TFTR, 2.34 3ffT 
6.07 ft" ^ ^ Tnfl^ ^ ^ ^ % wq" Vim f^, 
sfhETcT SfFTFT 68.3 ft" jfr I I ?^T# ^TT^ ^ ^ ^ 
9.57 3ffT 11.43 ft Tft t f ^ f ^ «5t I ^Tt^ aftr f^ S^W^  
^jf^frat # ^ ^ W^ dlM^M 3flT cTgi!iT?1T % 
^ qit iT^ ws^ w WW f ^ ^^ rw CINHM aftr 
^JWT % 176 f M ^ srfMf^ cTcTT ^ ^ ?fr 
(84.6%) I j^f^ fn^T sftr W t ^ «IIHlR>^, ^f^fTtff, 
ST' 
^ ^ ^ f^WFft I ^f%^ g v^fT dcMKd ^ <J4AJ1J| ^ f^" 
^ )T^ % W W clll^inrijeh ^ t W W WR" ^RIC^ t I 
3?R. wwuf ww^, ^{^f>^ ^itr^ viitqw, ^ . lihfTn:, 
^wr^WTsrwwf^iy^H sr^mw^, f^^ww - 695 521 
% WW %Ter T^W % qtWHcf TTfc^^ ^ g ^ FTPT 
f ^ t I WTTFTcT sn-^ rmt % Tftzft^ o^w ^ w ^ 
i^fc^<^^ w fo|xiKujiij f^ if^ RT f3n" 11 m^ # yw?r # 
^ei^dl ^ ^rWH ^ # ^ ^ ^ ^ | f I 
fcl<'clHd^<^ f ^ # TTTfc?JT# ^ 1991-1995 rTW # 
sraf^ t §13; 7WW ^ rWH w ^mra" ?¥ %^ w f^TT t l 
f^%Tr 7WW # 3frT ^tif^ijl w mwM w^ 
wcT ^ ^ fiTcT I I l%w % ^  r^pfr t ^fw^ % wq-
iTc^ F^T # ^ ?TrfertT ^ f^<t)ftd f30- I 3^TT?T ^ 
HiJIIoil W 3q%r ^  efTTT I ^K # ft^^ W rT^, % 
3iNct)<v) f ^ % ^ wff t gw9r % ^ rrq" T^cFHT ^ 
# frtrr f^ ^TRFf t I f^ TW MTTT g i ^ ^ qtcT, ftcT W^, 
^ #qw, ? ^ j^fM, g f ^ ^ 3nf^  t f ^ wm t l 
ftz^ W ^ , fk^^ 3 ^ % % Wft WeFT ^ 4Wt 
% 3jfriR<*d 3id4^iJ 4 t^ W ^ V^ ^ m % \ 
^Tsf^ % f^%^ qw?r # 3ffT 3nwfw %i%xr 
ywi^iij^H'1, w?r 3nf^  ^ w w ^CTFT WI^ t I 
gW^ 3fR5^ 3jjf^iJdl ^^prniofr ? ^ ^15%^ t 
cTKcft, ^F l t , ^ : ^ , f^vtf^ rgrr Sfk R4o|<y I J^TNFT t 
yw?r H^rWd g^ s^ TrT: f^^^^, ^^TI", CTR# 3fk WZ 
^FTt %f%TT ^ t 3fk W t 20-25% qt^ KFT ^ ?tfn" 
II 
Tr!5cft 3m?fW %^ ^ 1991-1995 % ^TTFI" f%^ T^T 
3fr[ j%fl-§W M^WT % ^ f ^ T^FT ^  ftrcT 4 ^ FM# 
3jcid<u| % ^ t f ^ en" I 
IcK-dHdJi^ H CRT ^ 7 ^ ^ g ^ ^^ TTT qtcT W^T, f | ^ 
ft^ WW, gfe?r ^ , ciz WW, WTciT ^w, ^TM" 
23 
^W, sfrr ft^^oRTT #r^ fT:r ^ r^^ R^T ^WM y ^ : 
HlfcW<=l^  f^efXT s^f^ cT ^ I , ^f%^ 7 ^ ^ 5RWPT 
##iTr iT^ aTg^ fnHT Wert I 
f ^ 3mit ^MT ^^^ , #W7T ^^Mtwnwmr, 
^ff^WTKT) q^5^ t q ^ (77.2%) 2fr I ? ^ Sl^ jJmH 
^ i i ^ fiT # fT t (19.4%), q ^ (1.8%), f ^ ^ (1.4%) 
3fn 3P^ ^ ^ f ^ (0.2%) ^ q j ^ | f «fr I 
q^W % f ^ HrKU # M W aff^ Tcf 5386 IT;^^^ 
% ^rm 4882 ^ 6228 t f^l^ET T^T I q ^ ^ aft^ TcT 297.1 
3^ % T^FT 261.8 ^ 336.7 Z^ t fM^ST f^r I 
f ^ q ^ q^ i^ ??J^ # «fr (46.1%), STsq-
q ^ ^ q f (19.1%), SRT ^ t f ^ n ^ (18.8%), # fqR-
(5.8%), # f T t (5.3%), ffcT s M m W WdMI^I 
(1.3%) 3 ^ 3RT (3.6%) «ft I 
^ ^ ^ ^RKTT I f% qw?r f%^  qr^ ^FT % 
54.2 f% W # gePTT # q ^ ^ Tc^^R ^ q ^ ^ ^ 87.2 
f% ^ 11 ^ ^ ^ w q^i^ f^ ssfw i^^Kuflij cfrr qr 
f^P^ eiT I qW¥ ^cW'l q W ^ # 3TtT 3||=bf^ d ^^di\<^ 
THjf^ # q ^ WT^  I" I W 'T? mm I f% 
f W s M crmr ^^ms ^ f ^ q ^ ^ ^ sfR ^  3ii=hf^ d 
5^TW g ^ WW ^ 1 1 % ^ T^^ - q ^ # sraf^ 
{% fwci; 3it# ^ ^ w ^ ^efx^ q^"^ W3r R^g^ 
spq-%^ ^ ^ IWcT i ¥ ^ ^ «fr ^ JT?fr qww 
HrW-l t q^^ ^ 3 ^ «fr I 
qw^ HrW'i ^ ^rftq; ^ q ^ w ^ l I ^ r s i f t " ^ ^ 
^ t # ^ q w T % TTcW^  t qro" ^ 11 f^rf^ 
?^ qi tr^ P f^ ^^ -qTJT 3jic(siii=h 11 qw^ r^WH w g w 
3raf^  I I qw^ % f%^ HrWH w^mi% q ; ^ ^ 
?Tr# q^ 51- ^ fcT WT t I q ^ ^ T^rPT^  ^ qRT 3Fq-
g w HiJofr I T^TgT I mw m^qoTser^qi #?^TW 
%f\wm w^-^ cRj ^ sraft" I sffT qw^ J4<?W'1 % 
y-^H-i ^ wt% qr ' ^ f ^ ^ Pier ^sim, g f ^ ^ sffr 
^ I" I q w ^ TT^ w r^ ^^^i# ^ qRT s r ^ ^ ^TT^ q^, 
?Tz w qww Hrw-i w q ^ cT^ pcTsM mw 
^^ T^S" I 3fk SRT wm^ # q^^ qr ?¥^ ^ frr 
1. ^Tg^-^rHf # 3mf^ f r fWHcT^ HlfcW+l 
W # T W ^ I I ?¥ a r ^ W qW^-Tc^^PT qg l^IcT: 
f ^ sfjTit ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I ^ 3¥ 3 1 ^ ^ 3pq- I^TRT ^ 
^ q ^ ^ t I qw^ TTc^ T^T % f^ftcr ?^ ^ q ^ 
3Tf^ rar4 t I qtqTFRT H^snrf ^ f ^ ^ qf^ r^ # T^CT 
^ T^^ KfT 1 3frT H(7Wd TETTeR ^fenr fMt srfrffecT 
s^q" ' '^ ^ WTTT q^ cTT t I 
2. qtcT W # t 1%^ Tiir q w ^ TToPT^  ^ ^ q-^ ?^ 
qro" f^ [^^ ^ f f «fr I ?Tr1%TT STFT ^ ?^ TW"f%W¥ ^^ T^TT 
^^rri%T3; ^ wfrT ft" ^mr^rq^ fTqr I ?¥ ^ t R=bci^ 1 
W ^J|=hH 3rrR?r-f%?RT # sr^ft" I sflT ?¥ 3mft" t 
qr?r wm afrr g 1 ^ T ^ SW qw¥ HrWi f ^ ^ 
?TWTT t I 
3. 3iN4)^ q g ^ HrW'i ^ qrifcT efPTT ^^ nftri; I 
4. g^RTrfr^ HrW^ q%5W sffT ci|Ri|[^ 45 HirKU 
3m^M^ t q 3Tf^ qm^ t f^ TTRr f ^ :^^  
T^RT ?r¥ ^ P ^ % ^ % ?rF tqt ^ H^TRT I w 
#ifen^  ^ ^ #?mT q t ^ I 
5. 5Hi\ ?T f^ t q W ^ TTcW^ ^ rT tw t ^Trfenr ?TTTft 
24 
^ Hifc^cfTl % srg^ TR ?¥% f ^ s r q^sf r qr 
% 3T f^l5ipr ^ ^ f^ftq q^TTw erT?TT 11 
3T^qT^ ^ ^ i l ^ ^Enf^ I • 
825 ^fd+lRn ^ WoTDT CHIIRAII t 
??)?7; 63:129-130) ^ ^ i t TTtjfopfT % WST % ?T # 3||<SfJmi 
wr?r ^ f^ nrr I ^^ ^ ^ aiNw* ^ g # sf^aff % ?^ ^ 
#5fr ^ 3WWrrr ^ ^ ^ fcRorm % ^srerf^ w STFT f¥ fl"^ 
qftw fan- I 1970 % ?K ^5g^ wit (sti^f^iin) ^J^ciH i^Mi^  
^ r^giT 5^ra" f^ rnz jfesrait ^ 3TO^T srt 11?^^ ?^ ^mr aftr 
?^ cT^  |]uidiy<ki aii^n^^i 3fe5r# ^ d4<H*idi qr 3n"«nf^  l l 
{ ^ % ^ m^ t afT^ft^ % 3iM?)^ 3Ppftq- aik 
f l f t ^ f ^ ^ % ^ # f t ^ # ^ 11 ? ^ i^fM f%^ % 
fTPT affr aiP^^v i^^ i^^  % ?T^  t Mi ^ afn ii:ftrtn- ^  fMT 
11 •^TTTcT t ^'^'^A, M<\'^H, Tra¥ (%^), g ^ affr f^rq- # 
I I TraFTPT % airf Wofr^  ?r?m ?ftF-?TRT afrj; f^^^pu ? M 
t # w^ 3qfMrr R ^ # TTf I i OTfw -^ WFTT t af^ fT 
f ^ ^ % ^ ^ Rtjtf # S^TTrfr t I 
era^ f^mn: TTiT 3iT^ t I tHcrt 97 # ^5RITO: ^raw W T M ^ 
<i^r^'i aronwr if ^ TT^ TI I ^ ^ I T ^ ^ qra" «n% % OTST ^ 
HciuMiH f^nr^ # +i<im^ ^ y<ilJ|i?iMi # f^f% 1 z^ 
^rf^ % g;2jq^w ^ ^ f^ ^FE S^ rf ^ ^ w ^ %^n=FR 
TI^?:!^ I%qr l WJRNT^  % yic f^ri+ orgtr =wiRii1' ^ i^ Ri<ll 
ddycTj T^HT afk •ti^cimi # an^ fRnr # OTfkfrr %gor 
+Kimi, 5 ^ tT^ i^ JT^ Ff afrr aroFTRf^ # ^ R ^ # Trtjt 
«fr I v^ mS!\i\n\ # t^ RijJl f%^ +KiMi^  eraw -wiRifi t 
^Tpf l - 8f)-5ra1% 3n^ ?t wpit # aif^H^'i'flij f ^ ^ I 
f ^ f ^ <?1<4"N<H ^qjfM- t gra- <Hc<UM<H f^ FT^ % 
aiPl^+oH-flij afir f | f ^ f ^ ^ # ddJKH ?Wdl 3^TFT^  
^ f ^ 4>Kim^  ^ yiil'i^iMi ^ ymRi+ qt^r^ ^^ mFrr n^ qrl 
18-2-97 ^ y f^Fmrw ^ q f t d ^ s^Ni ?r 100 HKT f^r^ aftr 
f l f ^ f^fcT % 100 # i t I^TT y4lJi?iMi % ^^m y^ 4ycbi?i t 
feT 1 2^ sfrRrrr % R r ^ ? ^ # s m ^ ^ i^ f^rFJt ^ ^rNt 
% Hcqr^FT w arsFFT f ^ «TT I ^ f ^ ^ % mWf ^ TFfr 
^ ^ W¥rsr% w ^ f ^ q r I t F s w f ^ ^F^TT f^fMeFr 
^ % arg^TK cfc^Tcf ^  an^ xFT ^ ^ qr ft iM" f ^ ^ % viftq; 
f%?Ttt/##qt w Bcqr?^  ^ g ^ arf^ ^ w^ f^ro^ 
3fraf?RT Hl?Tr 31,598 '^ I arPr^^wFpfrq- | % ^ % ijTTRcr 
d<^KH ^ger 9,840 «Tr I qfl"?TW % ^hFf er^TORTT 60.3 ^ 68.1 
tit 4t ^ , ^ ^ 8.4 ^ 8.6 affr q1^t# cTFFTR 27 t 30°C ^ 
q | ^ n ^ srr I 
^ imi | f 11 ^ armfM SRT f ^ ^ art^r^^ t r^aTrf^ FTH: 
gfeirarf w arFiTrr ftcTT t I qf f^ Mw f%qT w^ t f% ^ 
Wid^?iMi# ^ 5^15 trftw qr ft^ra ?fq^ =HIIR41 t y%^ f%^  
^ 1 ^rf^ q¥ ^ f%^qR^ I f^ ^ qTTt2 ^ ^^^rmrart f I f M 
f ^ ^ ^ qtfr ^qptf ^ ^FT^ i o f ^ ' f r ^ t R | - | ? ^ q ^ 
sq-^ ^ t f% g f ^ ^ fqr qr 3^ra'-q%qt % ?rf^ f^ dRd ?rt 
25 
q^. iNmufl, ^w. 5T5# ft^, ^ . ^ . 'SfTff aft^ "ft.unr I'tsr 
?fr tpr ^  3/Tr 3ff?- ?T j^ft+IRw sr^TTBR %^, g^[i*lR-i - 638001 
826 ^ t f t%w - TTiw Tnfc^RT^ ^^T^nn 
S^TTcTr I I m ^ I t i l ^ d t^^5^ H r W i f^eTCr q t ^ W5T, PtcT WW 
afrr iP" f ^ f ^ ^ 11 § ^ f%^ cin^ ft", ^  ^FTt, ^ITM 
irii^f^ifiii 3^ # 5Trt tR5t ^ I I iMtsgcT R I ^^MI if 
WT^ ^ Pl4>M^ %fenT 2 - 3 'Ejt orfpTT T^TfT I ^ 5¥ ^nw # 
^ sn^ qm % #1% ^Ti^  ^ w^ T ^51^ §TT; IT;^  ^ tjtcT m\^ -
#^tpr # u ^ ^ # f^m^ ^^5^ 5iir #Er qtw Jf #Er ^  ^m\ 
chll^ jei w y^ion w^5it ?r ?^ 11.7 117.5 jfr # ^ mri 
3ftT 15 ^ 25 cT^ % 3m?r f% p^T 5 1 ^ Effer TTtztf % ^ t f M 
^ f%^ WW t I ?T q^ ^Ttf^ tw q;^ 3^  # 2-3 tiRmf sfrr ^^ 
WW 3frT 18-20 ^ 5rf^ 5w ^  11 f^ra" y^MH tjtw wmr % 
ernt ^ ^ srrqrrT % ww% % H w f ^ ww t aftr ? ^ ^ 
w 'iTK # srflRi i tw I f ^ f ^ ^Ifetw w WW 3r?q" qtfr 
Mr# % wwf # gw^ t *nt wTw I 3fiT WW ft #5r ^ WW 
t 3f[T WW ymf w ^ ^ ^ ^ '*ft' ^^TTT 5TW t I 
iT^ # ^ ^ % RmW # ^ 300 f% m m?wR WW 
HTfrtiV 2R" OT#T f^qr ww I I tj;^ ww # w ^ isoo afrr 
wrrf no' M " I I sfFr F. i ^ ww w RPRW f%^ ww I 
3ftT w^ wwT% atRR 30^32Rri f r^mr l l '5 tww%4 
?r 6 5 ^ fffr I afK tf: =t^ n^rwFT ^ ^ t r t ^ ^ 11 
jjw ^ (1^ ^ ) * Ttef 20 Rr jfr I f^ra^ 10 Rr * ^ 
^ 3500 q f ^ qicfe wt^ ^  11 f^ "wfM (q^^ fr^ ) ^ 6 t ^ 
% STTRTW Jf w ^ wfr I I TT^  T ^ ( ^ ^ ) 60 Rr 'fr 
jfraTpf 5i5l-frcfr|3frT?¥#25owmTw^ looo ^s wi i i 
f # % anwTTW # wnr^ wr^ I I wrw % ^ ?TTO ( lo ^ W T ) 
0.5 ?r 1 1% ^ rW ^ gwq- WTTT^ I WT WW ^ v n t 5WW 
I 3fiT ^ ^ ^ #if?rq; H^R^ gtw I I ww # ^ WTO" 
wiTTT 1.6 WTi" ^ I f^rot WW afhc iWt # WFTw 3ffT SSTRW 
oq^ T ^9n f%W I I WTW # 'JRT T^vg' ^ W f ^ qtcff i f W% sftT 
%nTT 'iff www 5fwr I I T^wrf # THT t ^ ?Rfrf^ qfw 
?ftmT w^T^R^ I 3ftT 1997 % f^nw qrwr t 50 ^ t^f^ tw w 
RmW f ^ T r q r l I n 
^ iTiT cn?r SIR an? ¥ w ^ ar^HR ^ , HMI^ <. % # r w d%tT afk 
SIR. amm 'npr wi %VK ^ n^ft ft^ 
827 M ^ % q ^ iiir f ^ %wra-
^^^^3(TT 3WWf¥fwrsfjwmw 
# ^ , /^/^^/y - 695521 
f^ ^hsm ^ 19-6-95 ^ 45-50 f^f rf^ i^ y-llRld 
f^TW-WW t TTRT wfrT # ^ f5c i ; ^WW ? t ^ ^ ^ ^ Tpfr «ff I 
800 sffT 850 f% W ^TR % r r ? t 3 ^ ^ WWT: 2250 / - 5 3frc 
2 8 0 0 / - ? i f f^rWTT W f ^ TW I 1 6 - 1 - 9 7 # 700 f% TT T^K 
#5 3fhc q;^ ^ww t ^ 'sff f ^ WW ?r q^ 5w m\ «TT, f ^ 
2200/ - ^ "TT f^tWFT ^ f ^ STT I W^ W? 20-2-97 q^T # 
500 f% w m^ % t ^ WW tww ? f ^ ypw §f sfr fk^m 
#wfT 1690/- ? qr f%qT ^ rr I 
fSci; i ^ 3pq- g - ^ ^ t ^ ^ ^ fW ^ W t 3ffT f ^ 
jtui-^l^isitfr? W W ^ t ^\^ W ^ t I f ^ W W ( % 3T ;^WT ? ^ 
3raww f w 5^TW KIT, ^yf^u. re% wt ^ W P T ^ ^ ^^ fw ^^ 
^ m^ % f%^ ^nr^^^jffq' im t afrr f s w f M 
^ T ? 7 Jfr cPP # ^sftwf y rw ^5T?ft I I ^ % ^  m f # i J ^ 
wTfwftiTW ^ I wt gf #^5f[wf ^ 3rwT ^  f ^ i^w 11 
?w^ ^ w p i ^ Hww sr|w ctw 11 iwwt^ w ^ ^ 5 f w 
I I 
wijw 3fn J77^ w f M ^ ^ ^ 3W ^ rgst t ^ ww 
I I 
ftn?^ qf^ w # ^ %wr ^^ TTwtwF w FTR q;^  
W f r ^ q ^ % ^ t 3WW W c g ^ ^ ^ I WTW^ 3TP5fcT sftT 
26 
m^f^ M ^ ^mw m^ f^%iT f% t^^  3ft^  f^^t^ ^ t ^ 
^f^ ?|cr f^4^ 11 ^^^ # Tfra" SRT "^teR" 3fh: %?fre-
% ?kpr %?fT # ^HllrWcfl ?tcfr t I f^%^ JTFer Jq^ f ^ I I 
TFTX # ?I I^ ^ 40-60 Jfr TfTlf # y^lf^cT f ^ J^fTcTt t ^ 
(1984) Sftr <N4lR)^^ 3TTf^  (1984) # f ^ % f t ^ sfk 
TRT ? f ^ 5 ^ 3 ^ - ^ ^ f^ TcT I I ^ 24 ifr cT^ # 
?wf, 7 jfr ?r^ ^ =Eft^ 3fiT 1400 f% ?r cT?; w aii^ RTcffT VJK 
?^. mdf^H # tTi# Wrf trrgw (f^c(y4)i?iH-i965) 
^ sfr I ?¥% ?K- ^JR^R, JT^ RT (1985), t f f f l ^ (1983) affr 
?ft^t1^ (1994) ?r#?Tr%^^fM#f?rofl-«fri 
ir ffrtrreR t ^ ^)# ^ ^ >i,M^d<H tR 3rR5T 5 qfe # 
JTrar <^i{ilR^H cfj "R f^ ?:^  # arrar 11 r T ? r ^ % ^ 
t ^ % ^fcgrqr^ % ^ # ^ «fRrait ^ p " ^5IT t I 
^srw w Prthrnr ^(^^ t (JTR5=Rf-i93i) I f%?flt % f^ rsRRR % 
HTRT lira" ? r f# # T5t ^ w ^ I" I fercT (1949) % arg^ TR 
IT fgr ^ ^ ? ^ w^ f%?M" # «R^ ^ I I 5M % f^ rttm^ T 
(?5^5r^  3fk f^%^  ^'TR-1995) ^ f¥^ HFTcT el^dl^ I I 
wraR ^ 16-9-95 5^ 5.5 jfr =EffeTf ajk 3 * # ^ * c^i 
T R T ? ! ^ ^ 3 ? r ^ # «R^ f ^ 3f[T J^THrT ^ ' ^ fH% n^rf^ fW 
# # tT^ l%9ltT ? f ^ gRTfRTT err I ^ ^ t^ T % ^ 3lk'EfNTlf 
1.0 Jfr «fr I ft^ TFTT mr^ # 4 -10 -95 ^ WSrmiftf^^ =EfR 
f^sM w amcRor |3n- T^T I 11.2 jfr ^^ frsrf ^ q^ f^ 59ik 9tf?r 
W Sf^ HW 20-9-95 # 5^RgR Jf ^ §317 STT I 
828 frff^ g^/? /^27^?^ 57fW ^ ^ 
f^ f^ SRT % 5 f V r * f R T # f ^ STf^TTRT^^ 5 f^jfr |X: 
t?sfR gRT ^ r^ar^  ^ % ^Ef^r % M f^rWw -sTje-^R q ^ 
=f«^*fll V I % vTf^ ^ ^ STT ciY H^^^rftcM tR IT^ tra" 
f%?r^f^ R«Ni ira" I ^ f^ R)? f^TRjT ^m^ iR ?Rr?r TRTT f% 
W\^Tn 5' sfl" I ^ p " ifrcf % gt^wR ^ qRT SfT TRTT # r f ^ 
mn 0.75 t 0.90 Jfr m\f % 16 tJit p r t ifr sr I ^ % HT^ 
^ # 9TRf^  grsr %f%T^  arrir ^ I (j 
# tif q^ 3fR sTTf ^ ftflhsnr srgwarT W , f^ flhsm % q^. jiWiP><^  SRT 
^'Ht ^ Tift fbitf 
829 TTITTI^  ^ >7nTr^ f ^ t f ^ 
TsTRlt 3lcld<«l %^ # 1 0 - 4 - 9 7 # ^T^T i577(f ?pr ^ 
PteT^rmt % vnf^ ^ r a ^ ^TI^ ?)• ^ 304 f% OT "fr. ^r^^ff^ 
w argcRDT fanr f^RT^ qfrr f% ^ 3 5 / - ^ WRT f3?r I 
«TR^T3W f^^ srgrRtT %^ t 14 -4 -97 % SPRT^ % 
?!TRr # T I " <H^f^H< 'tiMHJdf W 3||4)RH4) *Trti" sraTRT fan" I 
fT? ?r 15 f% Jft ^ 20-25 ^ wrrf # f/i" I^ TPT :TRT t 
^M^clie) 160 PtoT J^ITW i^^i# % vfftr afhffcf 250 f^  ^ ^fTSt 
^ aracR^ f SfT I 3 ¥ f^ ePT^ RT 35 H^ # T ^ ^ STcRRW f3n" 
3flT 3 % yfrT f^.¥r 8 / - ? # ^ ^ ^ f ^ I 
830 -^ mm t fcift" ^ / ^ M T 
? m r ^ # T «f1[^d frift" ^ m t 3lRf#T^ 5 ^ tRJET n ^ I f^  t 
q^ U^TTf^ TR" SflcR^ ^ # 25-3-97 ^ 8 'fr TMf # 
y^ifpid CTH: w ? r t t w JRTT «Tr, I^Rf# f?r m\f 5.5 ifr «fr I 
spq- 51", q^ 'R: 3ffT q;^ T^ra" f^^^m^T aracRir %^ t 9 jfr 
i w f # yt)if?id ere ?rqm t w n^ r^ f^ ppfi" # ^ svfra": 5.7 
silT 5.8 ^ sfr I ?^ ^ T ^ % ?llOR:=b JTHR ^ ^ # 
PiHy<t5K I" I 
27 
?r% w f ^ g w 'ffRT m 
^ ^fgrf 584 571 
iTPT^ mri 439 430 
?rtk WEfT 252 236 
p - # E^frsTf 108 97 
t r ^ ijs tnr ^ ^twf 150 147 
^ ^ r^e" # ^mf 63 59 
5t«r ^ ^ 5^ cT^ ^ 5Wf 212 208 
qVq- ^ ^ ^ cT^ Jilt- oWf 334 327 
f T ^ 3 W tR 3^- qrj # eraif 95 85 
^s;^ 3Ti?T TT yEtj tra" # o w f 145 141 
tT?p|" ^ tra" 'JPT # ^t i r f 51 48 
^ ijEr tng-JjcT # ^rarf 15 13 
aro TO" jpr ^ prarf 47 44 
«pM=bcl T^K 3 H^ 2.6 S^ 
# J^T n^ SIR an? ^  "raw «>T ^ ' S , i^rei >!fl*ij5i« f^ rar, afRiint^ %• 
831 m^T^ t f ^ ^ f?#ghf 
JTHT^ ^ cTT^rn" 160 i% Jft 3CTTT y<^?cHi # 30 jfr 
i^r r f # y-^iRid '3;^ «(§Rcnilti m^m 'fTcr ^ 27-3-97 ^ cr^ 
f ^ otWif 550 t Jfr 3flT ^TR 1.5 S ^ «Tr I q;^ W r H k ITI5# 
otiimJl ^ 750/- 5 tn: 1% ^s^ f^ I w^ l^rnr sffr fef^ 
T^IT ^FPTT 100 f^ OT «Tr sfk f ^ r t^ f^45H^ # ) f ^ ^ T^OT I 
? ^ ane iH^ ^ f^lt-^W ^ ITT qWW Wp??r ^ ^ 
s q ^ ^ I f% 'Tf irrfir p " t : ^ HrW^T^fr I I ? ^ T i m ^5 
W ^ ^Wf 78 ^ ^ 3fh: =Ef^STf 57 t ^ sfTl T? ^ n^fcT % 
^ ITT qw anr an? % «HI^<. ar^ WHR ^ , «T'i^ < 575001 % i^^. 
832 Sitm % WIT f ^ t W^^ 
3tfs fe f f gIppT t art 3 T ^ # i f ^ sncf I I ^ ^m^it % 
wvnt a l t f%^ §iT ^  iTtr r^ I ^  f^^ ^ # Pt'Ki-fl %5^ 
q r ^ r f ^ ^ sr i t # ^ w ^5T^ ^ fcT ^ 5fe?r t I 
Hmr ^ i ^ r ^ # i f ^ ^ §% ^ ^ i 
# qiT qrqr atK an? % JUMH;!*. ^ ^TT, jftmnj*. 
«j,»(TKiai aRT ^ lift ftiM 
7610002 % CTF. 
833 5?:¥ ^3tf^ t "gtcrf^ ^wftw^ 
5T^ ^3 f f ^ ^ 20.3.97 SRT B ^ 305 ^ Tfr eraif % i:^^ IJ?T 
^ "^1<Hph'i ^^ff^mr ^riFhn ^ fr? qr TOT §srr ^ i T?' 
q ^ fsn" sTT I H^sfiti" ^ f?r ^ rq^ H F R t fe f ^ I 54 ^  jfr 
3 T R ^ ?NTf % m^ W^ ^TR 250 f% lir SIT I 
# tiif 11^ aiR anf % -A^U 5^5 st? %^, 4\Mi\ 5 ^ - 402 401 % ^.^ft. 
aire? ^ TJfir ft.^ ? m ^^nr ^ n^ ft ft^ 
834 3THJni^ ^ i j ^ i\\^\d((\ f ^ t 
3{c|d<U| 
VITTcft^  c T ^ ^ q^n%ff PteT W^ ^ ymKU|ci<JI qFT ^ 
t 45 jfr m^ ^ y^iRid qpfgw PICHVJIMI t qs?r Tift ^ T^RT 
^ # ^ 
?T^ ^ ^ 
qt^ % ^ q^ cT^  
qr«r % ipR' cRi 
^ qn" # ^w f 
3w qia" # # ^ 
5 ^ q¥ # ^rarf 
5^ qw # w^ ^w\i 
aw q ^ 'frT # ?tsnf 
ypH=bi vnr (f% w) 
* ^ q j T q w aiTC an?¥ *ift>'ii«i ar^^a i^%^, *I{>>HI«I ^ . ^ . tr^. f 
tTrfnjTiT aftrPir a(-*(i{,m s in fNir: ^ ^ n f t ft^ 
216 
36 
102 
99 
137 
40 
35 
56 
23 
33 
13 
29 
200 
209 
33 
100 
96 
117 
33 
34 
49 
18 
30 
11 
27 
180 
28 
Errata for MFIS No. 150, Oct., Nov., 1997 
Pag 1, column 2, para 2, line 1 : correct 'Date' to read as 'Data' 
Page 2, column 1. line 14 : start sentence as 'IBMGN was' 
Page 2, column 2, para 3, line 3 : insert 'being' between 'were' and 'replaced' 
Page 8, column 1, Table 3, box head, column 1: insert 'of LIVIG' below 'Rank' 
Page 14, column 1, para 2, line 5 : correct to read as 'occupy higher ranks (2-7) in the' 
Page 21, column 2, para 2, line 9 : delete 'of given after '56 %' 
GUroE TO CONTRIBUTORS 
The articles intended for publication in the MFIS should be 
based on actual research findings on long-term or short-term projects 
of the CMFRI and should be in a language comprehensible to the 
layman. Elaborate perspectives, material and methods, taxonomy, 
keys to species and general, statistical methods and models, elaborate 
tables, references and such, being only useful to specialists, are to be 
avoided. Field keys that may be of help to fishermen or industry are 
acceptable. Self-speaking photographs may be profusely included, but 
histograms should carefully selected for easy understanding to the non-
technical eye. The write-up should not be in the format of a scientific 
paper. Unlike in journals, suggestions and advices based on tested 
research results intended for fishing industry, fishery manangers and 
planners can be given indefinitive terms. Whereas only cost benefit 
ratios and indices worked out based on observed costs and values are 
acceptable in journal, the observed costs and values, inspite of their 
transitionality, are more appropriate for MFIS. Any article intended 
for MFIS should not exceed 15 pages typed in double space on ful-
Iscap paper. 
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First Announcement 
Symposium on Ecofriendly Mariculture Technology Packages - An Update 
Organised by 
Marine Biological Association of India 
and 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin, India 
12-14 October 1998 
Background 
The problem of fast growing human population and pro-
tein deficit particularly in the developing countries continues 
to exert considerable pressure on the flsheries resources in 
the wild waterbodies. The increasingly limited opportunities 
in the capture fisheries sector have generated considerable 
interest in mariculture. While coastal land-based shrimp 
aquaculture has grown rapidly in the current decade, the 
recent instances of crop failures due to diseases and sub-
sequent environmental problems have forced llie industry' to 
adopt ecofriendly systems of farming with emphasis on sustai-
nable coastal aquaculture development. 
Main theme 
It is, therefore, felt that the new approach should be 
aimed at adopting and promoting ecofriendly mariculture 
with suitable technology packages for (1) closed systems of 
shrimp farming coupled with the application of biotechnologi-
cal and bacterial products; and (ii) integration of compatible 
candidate species of crustaceans, bivalves, fishes, seacucum-
bers and seaweeds in the farming systems. The current prac-
tices have the potential to make coastal aquaculture more 
sustainable from the biological, ecological, legal, social and 
economic points of view. Seafarming in the open sea and the 
contiguous more protected bays, gulfs, lakes, backwaters and 
estuaries, inspite of the food potential, remains dormant in 
the Indian coastal waters, mainly because of lack of aware-
ness, issues of ownership of sites, opposition from traditional 
fishermen and risks from natural calamities. 
It is now widely experienced and believed that diversifica-
tion of the species base of coastal aquaculture, mariculture 
and seafarming production systems in polyculture through a 
careful choice of species, compatible among themselves, 
would minimise the ill effects of monoculture systems. 
With a view to focusing on these issues, the Marine Biolo-
gical Association of India felt that it was appropriate to organi-
se a Symposium in collaboration with the Central Marine 
Fisheries Research Institute and other sister organisations 
on Ecofriendly Mariculture Technology Packages - An 
Update with emphasis on the latest technology packages in 
the seafarming, coastal aquaculture and hinterland maricul-
ture practices. All current and emerging marine candidate spe-
cies for farming in these three major production systems will 
be covered. The application of modern tools of mariculture bio-
technology will receive special focus in the Symposium. It is 
expected that this Symposium will provide a platform for the 
exchange of ideas on the sustainable development of various 
mariculture systems among the scientists, experts, progres-
sive farmers, fisherfolk and the industry connected with sea-
food farming and marketing. 
Technical sessions 
1. Coastal aquaculture/mariculture technologies 
2. Hinterland aquacliT?&re of marine candidate species and 
onshore mariculture technologies 
3. Seafarming technologies 
4. Modern tools of mariculture biotechnology 
5. Credit, public policy and trade 
Date 
12-14 October, 1998 
Venue 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, (Behind 
Kerala High Court) Cochin - 14, India, 
Abstract 
Two copies of the abstract within 200 words typed in 
double space on A4 size paper may be enclosed along with 
registration form to reach the Convener on or before the 30ih 
April, 1998, 
Paper for presentation 
Full papers shall reach the Convener latest by the 31st 
August, 1998. After screening, the senior authors will be infor-
med of the acceptance. The accepted papers will be published 
as a special issue of the Journal of the Marine Biological 
Association oflnda. 
* 
Registration 
Non-members Rs, 500 
Students Rs, 250 
Representatives from Industry Rs, 1,000 
Accommodation 
Can be arranged in hotels on request 
Hotel tariffs range from Rs. 150-500 per day 
Address for communication 
Dr. M. Devaraj, 
General Convener, 
Symposium on Ecofriendly Mariculture 
Technology Packages - An Update, 
Marine Biological Association of India, 
CMFRI Campus, P,B, No, 1604, 
Tatapuram P,0., Cochin - 682 014, India, 
Tel : 394798, 394867 
Telegram : CADALMIN 
Fax : 484-394909 
The amount may be sent as Money Order or as D.D 
favour 
India. P. 
of the Secretary, Marine Biological Association of 
'.O. Box : 1604. Tatapuram P.O.. Cochin - 682 014. 
